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Passengers Incinerated as Flames Increase in Fury in Smoke From Forest Fires Three More Opinions Were
Cedar River Valley,
They Lay Sleeping in
Handed Down at This
Hangs Over the
Their Berths
South
Forenoon's Session
Washington

Dif-

I

LOOK ALIKE TO

CATASTROPHE

ON GRANDTRUNK

TRAILS

ALMOST

IMPASSIBLE BIG

DROP IN

TEMPERATURE MURDERER GETS NEW

TRIAL

!

Two Companies

and Eighteen Persons Killed in Rear From Other Sections Come More
End Collision Near
Supplant Them With ; ..
Optimistic Reports,
Honest Men.
Durand
However.

File Incorpo- Punish Thieving Officials

ration Papers With Secretary Jaffa.

Governor Mills, who was indisposed
today, and confined to the executive
mansion during the forenoon, appointed George H. Utter of Silver City,
Grant county, a delegate to the American Mining Congress at Los Angeles
on September 26, and appointed Jefferson Raynolds of Las Vegas, a delegate to the National Association of
.'
Supervisors of State Banks at

Forty-Tw- o

Miles an Hour Gale Case of Vigil V. Stroup Is
Reversed and ReSweeps City of

Denver.

manded.

Buffalo, Aug. 25. Theodore Roose
Durand, Mich., Aug. 25. Probably
Missoula, Mont., Aug. 25 Early re- Denver, Aug. 25. A drop in the
In the territorial supreme court this
and ports from the fire districts today are temperature of 49 degrees occurred in
velt pledged himself to the men of eighteen persons were killed
case No. 1294, Robert Hagin,
morning,
minBuffalo today to help them and all eight injured, three probably fatally, decidedly roseate. At the forestry of- - this vicinity last night. For ten
utes the mercury went down faster appellee, vs. Jeff Collins, appellant,
sincere citizens to fight crookedness wihen Grand Trunk train No. 4, fice, assurance was given that it is tflian a
was submitted on briefs and on modegree a minute. A forty-twwherever it was found. "I'll help you crashed into the rear of train No. 14, now quite safe for refugees to return mile gale swept the city and brought tion to dismiss.
just as I did in the past," he said, stalled on a track two miles east of to their homes along the Coeur d'Alene with it moke from the forest fires in
Case No. 12S5, William J. RobertDurand late last night The only posi- line of the Northern Pacific and on Idaho and Montana.
At points in
speaking to the Elliott Club whose
et al., appellants vs. The Mine
son,
Wyoming the thermometer was the
tively identified is that of Mrs. Alma tihe
guest he was at the breakfast hour Woodward of
Puget Sound railway. Difficulty lowest and was accompanied by a kill- and Smelter Supply Company, appelMontreal, an invalid
was encountered reaching points far-after sunrise. He made a plea for the
lee, was argued and submitted.
ing frost.
traveling with a nurse and son, Clif-C.
Colorado Springs reports the coldTwo cases set for tomorrow.
punishment of crooked and grafting ton A. Davis. One other body i par- - ther west than Saltese and Alberton
Assessment Rolls.
The following opinions were handed
officials and the election of tially identified that of a nurse. Miss on Puget Sound the trails being Im- est August night since 1891, the govpublic
ernment thermometer standing at 38. down this forenoon:
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- flionest ones in their places. He said Winger of Bellfield, North Dakota. Dr. passable.
Forecaster Brandenburg in this
Fair of Durand, the company surgeon
Case No. 1317, Amarillo Hardware
to Railroad.
Loss
today received the assessment that it is a
Heavy
duty to hunt out the crooks asserts that the charred bodies so far
the sudden change in tempera- Company, appellee, vs. J. F. McMur-raroll of San Miguel county. The total
Missoula, Aug. 25. Experts estiassessment is $4,004,720, a reduction especially in your own party. "I be recovered should represent six per- mated the loss to the Puget Sound ture was caused by the atmospheric
appellant, from Chaves county,
disturbance resulting from the contact was affirmed in an opinion by Asso
from last year.
lieve in party government," said the sons. It is believed that the charred railroad at $2,500,000 to $3,000,000.
of the hot air from the flreswept dis- ciate Justice Frank W. Parker. Appel
former president, "but when the ques- bodies are those of four women, one
New Fire Increases in Fury.
Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed to- tion of honesty is involved, I recognize child and one man. Engine No. 4
Seattle, Aug. 25. Forest fires that tricts and the snow covered moun lee brought an action in the court beday in the office of Territorial Secre- no party distinctions." Nearly 400 ploughed its way through the sleeper broke out last night in the Cedar Riv- - tains of the continental divide.
low for goods sold and delivered, the
Weather Records Broken.
tary Nathan Jaffa by the Artesia Al- members of the club greeted the vis of No. 14, catching eighteen persons er valley, 250 miles east of Seattle,
item of which was a three
principal
e
Denver, Aug. 25. Weather records section Emberson disc plow operated
falfa Milling Company of Artesia, Ed- itor.
asleep. The fire box of the colliding increased in fury and are beyond
then dropped out and the coach trol.
D. P. Simons, Jr., chief ward-i- were broken this morning throughout by means of a steam engine. Appeldy county. The capitalization is $20,-00Continuing, Roosevelt said: "Dis
the Rocky Mountain region. In Den- lant defended
divided into 800 shares and the trust above all other men, the man
a few minutes was blazing from en of the Washington Forest Fire
upon the ground that
to end. As the flames ate their sociation. said today that his men are ver a temperature of 39 2 degrees the
paid up capital is $12,500. The incor- who will inveiigh against crookedness
was sold upon the express
plow
porators and directors, all of Artesia, only if he finds it connected with way through splintered timbers, the powerless and he would call upon the was recorded at sunrise, the lowest warranty that the said plow would
and each subscribing to 100 shares somebody not connected with ttiis own cries of the injured ceased and the government of the state to order out recorded at this time in the 39 years break
'
up and properly turn over the
existence of the weather bureau. At
of stock, are: J. O. Kuykendall, J. B. party, distrust the financier who can- flames deterred the passengers of tlhe the militia at once.
of the defendant upon his
sod
grass
Gheyenne the mercury dropped to 2G,
Two Hundred Families in Danger.
Enfield, P. V. Pardon, C. V. Brainard not .see the crookedness among the undamaged cars and the farmers who
Roswell. He also pleadof
east
farm
street
and W. M. Daugherty.
financiers but only among the labor hurried from their homes to assist in
Portland, Ore., Aug. 25. Word was Leander 24, at Laramie, the
ed
an
warranty to the same efimplied
The Boyle Agency Company of Clo-vi- leaders, and distrust the labor leader the work of rescue. The collision received here
registered 20. Thick fect
that
campers at thermometers
that the plow failed
and
charged
on
ice
water.
formed
standing
Curry county, filed incorporation who can see crookedness only when it sent the whole standing train forward Welches' resort, 15 miles west ot
In
to
do
work
the
compliance with the
Bitter Cold Interrupted Fiesta.
papers, the capitalization being $5,000 is by the 'big financiers; attack a and the engineer and fireman work- - Mount Hood, are hemmed in by fires,
Is in favor
The
warranty.
judgment
25.
50
A
bitter
divided into
shares. The incorpor- man because he is crooked; if he is ing underneath the stalled engine tjp to Sunday, about 200 families
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug.
of
the
appellee.
ators and directors are: M. Boyle, 35 a poor man and crooked attack him; were badly hurt. Brakeman Graham camped there. Since then, however, cold wind and temperature below
In case No. 1304, Territory of New
shares; L. P. Fletcher 10 shares; W. if he is a rich man and crooked, at of the stalled train declares that he many returned home, and it impossi- - freezing drove thousands from the
M. KenC. Zerwer, 5 shares.
tack Mm ; personally. I would attack a piaced a torpedo on tne tract, a nine ble t0 state at I)resent how many are grounds at the Frontier days sports Mexico, appellee, vs. James
from
Grant
county,
nedy,
appellant
in
Train
4
Service.
here yesterday and caused a postponerich man who is crooked just a little j from the rear of 14, but No.
Improvement
paying endangered.
the judgment of the lower court is reIn response to a request of Gover- stronger because his crookedness is no attention to it went tearing along
of
of
ment
the
afternoon's
a
pro
part
Eighty-SiForest Service Men Dead
versed and the case remanded for a
nor Mills, the Santa Fe system has just a trifle mare infamous in ihimJat 40 miles an hour and ripped its
25. The fact grom.
Wash.,
Spokane,
Aug.
new
trial. The opinion is by Associate
decided to make a sweeping improve- but I would attack the other man very j way through the Pullman.
Four Die of Heat.
The en- - tnat about g6 men ,n tQe forest serv.
Ira A. Abbott. Kennedy was
Justice
ment in its train service at Santa Fe. strongly, I would fight for the right .gineer of No. 4 declares that he was too nerisherll
A.
E.
25.
Fort Worth, Texas, Aug.
fierhtimr fires has heen
found
tried
for murder in the first deAfter September 1, a double crew will of the big man, just as I would for almost oh No 14 when the torpedo
to McKeller, a dentist died late last
and
found
be put on the branch line, trains will the rights of the small men, and for went ou auu max me jaixer nam waa definitely estabUshed by reports
guilty at Silver City.
of
gree
victim
at
the
Zenda hotel, a
the superintendent at Wallace, Idaho. night
The syllabus says:
be run out to meet every main line the rights of all people."
deaths
four
making
heat,
yesterday's
carrying no tail lights. The crew of
Give Up Fighting Flames.
"In a trial for murder the only eviin the past 12 hours from heat, and
No. 14 except the enginemen, are said
train, the depot will be open day and
25. The big
Aus.
Vash.,
Spokane,
'
DEbe
and
temother improvements will
dence offered in behalf of the defendTUCUMCARI HAS
to have been hired during the recent
night
are a total of six this seasoa. The
made that will prove gratifying to the
STRUCTIVE CONFLAGRATION. strike and retained after the settle- fires on the Coeur d'Alene forest ef- perature here yesterday was 106. The ant was that he was insane at the
being allowed1 to run riot and the
ment.
city :and its business and tourist in
three others who succumbed to the time of the alleged homicide.
forts of the forest service are being heat
terests.
Number of People Have Narrow Es
"The trial court gave appropriate inyesterday are August Scheeves,
im- directed
extricate
the
rangers
With
fteen
Streams
Trout.
From
Death
Lund
Moss.
Edmund
'Stocking
structions as to the presumption of inand Nora
cape
Property
Durand, Mich, Aug.
in the woods.
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable has
Loss is Heavy.
nocence and the burden of proof rest-inbodies have been recovered from the
Many Towns Threatened.
U. S. INFANTRY WINS
returned from Creede, Colo., and a
on the territory, and provided for
wreck of Grand Trunk train No. 14,
Seattle ,Wafh- RIFLE
MATCH.
successful trip through Taos, San Special to the New Mexican.
NATIONAL
was
which
the
and
Montreal,
Chicago
jury three forms for a verdict;
to the small towns
dangerously
m a v.
f
doval and Santa Fe counties stocking
k
Tucumcari, N. M., Aug. 24. At
by one of which they could find the
Barnestone, North Bend, Tanner, New Mexico Team is Not Among the defendant guilty as charged; by one
streams with fish. The Denver and o'clock this morning fire broke out of this cit
Th wreck immediately
Kangley and Taylor. The
Wagner,
Rio Grande railroad transported car in the loft of the livery barn of Thorn-- '
Fifteen Leaders. Iowa First of
not guilty on the ground of his incf tne bodies
ht fire and
of the North Bend Lumber Com- National
Guard.
plant
and men free of charge to the terri as Buchanan on east Main street con-- 1
b
r
d
b
sanity at the time of the alleged homi
almogt
-en
Pauy uds
Camp Perry, O., Aug. 25. The rifle cide; and by one not guilty on the
at
tory and the proprietors of the fish suming me enure nunuing ana wunc
tnn
hppn
was team representing the United States ,
de-dead try in which the fires are burning
N
hatchery at Creede accompanied the of the contents The flames also ;
ground 0f insanity at the time of the
fires
numerous
scene
brush
of
the
of
ver-scowon the national match by a I trlal but
the
J.'
adjoining
,
stroyed
buildings
e.
Mexico
to
New
infantry
tn
ar """" Btta,h
l,
assisting
game warden
provided no form for a
m
'
earlier in the season.- These were un- of 3,186. The cavalry was sec-- dict 'of not gulUy independent of the
in the distribution of the fish. No fry R. Daugherty, occupied by the C. B.
der control yesterday, but a strong ond and a new national guard winner , questlon of insanity, and, as appears
were lost and were in good condition Hamilton insurance agency, G. W.
wind came up and soon the embers of liuwaj lamieu tuiru aim uie
v
when placed in the streams, 50,000 be- Evans, Jr., real estate; J. W. Bell, LINNEY TELLS OF
ronrfl rpfnsprf the reouest Of
also
W.
old fires assumed new life and the fourth.
the
drayman;
Traup
drayman;
in
counsel to provide
HAZE.
defendant's
OF
ing placed in the Arroyo Hondo
CAUSE
the
the- cor- - j
These four teams got respectively such a form.
blaze commenced to attack the tall
Taos county; 70,000 in the Rio Pueblo; the Legal Tender saloon on
ner of Main and North First streets,
the national trophy and $450; $350;
50,000 in the Santa Barbara; 50,000 in
"Held reversible error.
Forest Fires, Many timber.
Smoke From
$300 and $250.
Saved.
is
by A. Vorenberg, and occupied.
Magalia
the Rio Medio, 30,500 in the Rito de owned
Out
Santa
Miles
"If, in the progress of a trial on a
Keeps
Away,
and Lanigan; also the two;
The fifteen leaders who in 1911
Chico, Calif., Aug. 25. After strenlos Frijoles in Sandoval county; 30,- by Fowler
Sunshine.
Fe's
criminal
charge the trial judge conadobe building adjoining, own- j
of the will compose class A rank as follows:
citizens
work
us
the
by
I
have
000 in the Santa Clara, and 30,000 in story
observation or otherwise
ed by A. Vorenberg ;and occupied by "Isn't it hazy today? Why,
which
United States infantry 3,186; Unit- cludes from reason to doubt the sannot seen tlhe city look this way for I Magalia ridge, the forest fires
the Santa Fe. The state of Colorado,
is
there
that
threatened yesterday to sweep away ed States cavalry 3,115; Iowa 3,112;
.
.
... ...
...
time he
Illllt I. KMIIW IlllW MIUK.
although It has five hatcheries of Its with
"
.
lives.-- . 'ine losses are as United ity of the defendant at that to the
,
meir.
an adiacent United States navy, 3,111;
.
man nt Mao-nii4,-own, has just placed am order for
that
submit
should
question
Massa-chuetts
follows:
Thomas Buchanan, livery, fc
lP which seem- - mining works, have been brought
States naval academy 3,107;
nU
issue, re000,000 fry with the Creede hatchery,
on building and stock $4,500, in- Wisconsin
3,101; jury along with the principal
3,105;
ol
con
der
Denh
that
a
on
in
be
that
which is a private concern. The
point.
verdict
envehped
a
special
surance $3,500; A. Vorenberg, loss on
Colorado
3,066; quiring
3,086;
Michigan
a jury, in a
ver and Rio Grande is running spec
to
instruct
error
is
"It
Minmsurance
i
New
York
Ohio
$4,6o0;
$12,000,
3,044;
3,052;
buildings
2S.
Charles
4
Wnsh
"
"
lu luc
"iJ""
ui
ial fish trains for tourists and sports
nesota 3,021; District of Columbia criminal case, that if they believe
Miller
to
done
ouratmo.
Creede
"Whathave
as
you
to
such points
men daily
JT
from the evidence the defendant is in3,020; Texas 3,019; Oklahoma 2,994.
acphcre?" Weather Expert Lmney was men, who arrived , today from
and Wagon Wheel Gap, thus Illustrate a tt r
United States marine corps lost its sane at that time they should
- Marie's county in Idaho told
a
repof
over
the
asked
Colorado
to
71005
by
the
value
telephone
which
$1400
ing the immense
entire skirmish score of 1,022 by ac- quit him, but no error of
'
dering stories of being compelled to tion of the executive officer, Colonel defendant can, with reason, complain
fish propogation on a liberal scale. An
bv removal tentative of the New Mexican.
fa a little hazy," said Mr Lin- witness the death of thirty Italian fire R. K.
other shipment of fry will arrive in SSkTSSwiWW? G W. Evans, '
Twenty-eight- h
United since it gives him a chance of acand 1 have no doubt that, lie fighters without being able to help States Evans,
New Mexico the end of the month for loss $200, insurance $150; C. B. Ham- because
he broke quittal to which he is not entitled.
infantry,
They say that they saw them the rule prohibiting coaching from
"The word 'frenzy' as used in an instocking the Gallinas, the upper Pecos ilton, loss $400, insurance $325; W. na'e Is due 1flrestheof smoke fromthe.them.
Idaho huddie together praying and cursing,
forest
Sreat
Wyoming,
and the Costilla.
on insanity may have been
office
line.
behind
the
marine
$100,
The
struction
fixtures,
Tranup, drayman,
firing
I have known such a'and 8aw the fire sweep upon them score as
no insurance- - Oscar Sandusky bar- - and Montana
would misleading and might better have
made
3,116, which
to happen in California. We burning them to a crisp. The tragedy have
F. W. HODGE, NOTED
ber, loss by removal $150, no insur- - tninS
put them second. They are now been avoided."
ETHNOLOGIST IS HERE, ance- - J W Bell drayman loss $100 must Put l,P wlth !t for awhile- - Per occurred. on a tributary of Big creek
In case No. 1276, Sofia Garcia de
last Saturday. Shortly after envelop- - The navy was penalized 21 points Vigil, administratrix of the estate of
Frederick Webb Hodge, chief of the no insurance; J.' R. Daugherty, loss haPs several days or weeks."
bureau of ethnology at Washington on building $1,100, no insurance. Ori- - Mr Lirmey said that he thought the ing the group of foreigners the fire because Ensign Vossler did not at- Eslavio Vigil, deceased, appellant, vs.
001(1 .wave was due t0, died
arrived in the city today. He will gin of the fire has not been deter- theory that
down, having burned itself out. tempt to fire his five shots on the Andrew B. Stroup, appellee, from Ber- the fires' sending up hot currents of;
leave tomorrow for the Rito de los mined as yet.
first appearance of his target. These nalillo county, in an opinion by Assc-air which struck the snow mantled KENTUCKY JUDGE'S HOME
twenty-on- e
Frijoles canon where he will prob
points would have given iiQf T.iotw Merrtt O. Mechem. the
mountains and sent a chill over the j
DYNAMITED, the navy second place.
ably spend some time exploring in FIFTEEN HUNDRED HOMES
'judgment of the lower court is re- company with Dr. E. L. Hewett and
UNFIT FOR HABITATION land, is quite tenable.
ue omciai Duueun announcing uie
i
vriprt wuh instructions to reinstate
As told elsewhere in dispatches the He Had Been Active in the Prosecu-- ,
his associates.
in classes B and C had this cause on the docket and proceed
winners
prize
Mr. Hodge, accompanied by Carl Lo
not been issued late this evening, but in accordance with the opinion of the
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 25.- -It is not mercury played humpty dumpty in
,tion of Alleged Violators of
Local Option Law.
tave, the artist, K. M. Chapman, sec improbable that an order for tne de-- Denver dropping nfrom a high wall of
the irank of the teams indicates that supreme court. The suit was an out39 and m
Place'n Wyommg
Minnesota wins the Hilton trophy
retary of the School of American Ar struction of a number of unsanitary ?8 ,
removal of Eslavio Vigil
l" 20 above
and Bronson
Carlisle, Ky., Aug. 25 The resi- and $350 in class B, that Texas wins growth of theGovernor M. A. Otero,
Cutting adobe houses in the south end of the iaKU1s "
chaeology,
then
the
dence of Judge James E. Plummer the third prize,- $225, and that in by
ispent part of the afternoon touring
office of county superintendIn Santa Fe the mercury also took was dynamited last night and badly
Santa Fe and its environs.
cil meets in regular session Thursday
class C, Kansas takes the bronze sol- from the
of
and the
Mr. Hodge is a native of England,
damaged. Judge Plummer was hurl- dier of. Marathon and 300; Arizona ent of schools, successor. appointment
to
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Vigil
brisk
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his
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a
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walklnS
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his
but
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bruised
and
bed
ed
Stroup
In
his
from
his forties, and was secretary dcrson has been very urgent in his
still
second prize, 200; Utah the third $175,
collect the fees o fthe office for the unof the Hemenway Archaeological ex renuoat that immediate, and decisive on the streets when the cool, refresh- j injuries are not serious. Judge Plum- and North Dakota tlhe fourth, $150.
court below dismef has been active in his prosecuThe skirmish and rapid fire stages expired portion. The
pedition which excavated ruins in Arl- steps be taken by tlhe city to so im- - lnS air led tneir JunfsThe opinion
and
Moon.
Sun
Affects
local
complaint.
the
of
missed
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tion of alleged violations
zona and New Mexico in 1886 to 1889; nrnve condition, tn tha lnwpr nnarters
of the national Individual match were
commission of the govthe
"If
TanKim duck, presiuent oi ure option law.
says:
and in 1889 entered the bureau of that the alarming death rate will be
shot this afternoon.
.
and appointU. S. Bank and Trust Company, just
American Ethnology, editing its publi reduced.
First Sergeant H. E. Stadie, Thir- ernor reciting a vacancy
was
of
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to
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nullity, it
tells
back
Chicago
x
librarian
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Stroup
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super
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somejs
cations, acting
tieth United States infantry, is high
City Attorney W.
to
stand unon
effects
YOUNG
be
not
Windy
the
permitted
TO THE
in the national individual match at should
vising the preparation of the Hand the council balked at the idea of de- Queer, "hazy"
'
REPUBLICANS.
v;
book of American Indians of Arizona strovine 1.B0O Tioii. the number City's sky due to the great forest flres.
the end of the rapid fire stage. He less grave public interests require It.
and certainly not as between individand New Mexico. In 1897 lie success said to be unfit for habitation from According to Mr. Flick the sun took an X ' You should turn out this
has scored 148.
Sun-thSt evening to the meeting at the
uals. As far as the rule announced in
fully scaled the precipitous "Enchant a sanitary standpoint, but suggested early siesta, retiring at,4ip. m.
in
the
evidences
as
Acoma
at
for
a
the moon, well,
Hubbell vs. Armijo, Territory vs.
X Republican headquarters
finding
ed Mesa"
POPULATION OF DENVER BIGbeginning be made by tearing day, and
e
down some of the worst of the adobes, ""moon did pot even; make an appear-Dr- . X t the Old Palace, for the
and Conklin vs. Cunningham, is
of farmer human occupancy.
GER THAN NEW MEXICO'S.
an
au
its
in
mornis
haze
.Anderson
ance.
held
Republithe city
Mr. Hodge
The
stated Wednesday
acknowledged
of organizing a
Washington, Aug. 25. The popula- concerned, its application will not be
tion of Denver is 213,381, an increase by this court extended any further
thority on American archaeology and ing that the question would probably grasp, much like one of those dense sh can Club. Good speeches and
Ihis visit here will arouse keen inter-.es-t te discussed at the meeting Thurs-- London fogsand th street lights had JS a
of 79,522, or 59.4 per cent compared than to such conditions as obtained in
i
hearty welcome.
to work over time.
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pmong archaeologists.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

VAGE TWO,

THE DAILY ROUND

Wheat

Old

UP.

THE SKELETON OF THE GARITA.
(In digging for the foundation of
the Morley House on the Garita, a
skelton was unearthed, with an arrow
hole in the skull, which was pronounced that of a young Pue-Dimaiden,
murdered in prehistoric times, a thousand and more years ago.)

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy

With wide-eyewonder, maiden stood,
As mandate of Supernal Good
Life once more b. ought;
As far as timid eyes could range,
They trembling note each startling
d

Bobolink
AR1ETY FRESH YEAST

Also

change
That aeons wrought.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

a

Winter Grocery Co.
f

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

Fa.

Telephone

No.4C

But scenes familiar soon appear;
Talaya's hill, etched bold and clear,
Unscathed by time;
Eternal peaks, with gleam of snow,
Where aspens, as in long ago,
Still upward climb.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 25, 1910.

M

SOUR STOWAGE

Established 1856.

used Cascarets and feel like a new
man. I have been a sufferer from dys-- 1
pepsia and sour stomach tor the last two
years. I have been taking medicine and
other drugs, but could find no relief only
for a short time. I will recommend
Cascarets to my friends as tbe only thing
for indigestion and sour stomach and to
keep the bowels in good condition.
They are very nice to eat."
Harry Stuckley, Mauch Chunk, Pa.
"T

SELIGMAIN BROS CO.
WE STILL HAVE LEFT

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c. 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
926
cure or your money back.

MINOR

Incorporated 1903

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of

CITY TOPICS

-

every description.

Denver, Colo., Aug. 25.
The forecast is partly cloudy
wiih showers tonight or Friday
except fair in southwest por- lion.
There will be cooler
weather tonight.

THESE
SI

The brook in haste, from canon walls
is a west
The Return of
Emerges, loud with chatt'ring falls,
ern drama and is a story of deep
Just as of yore;
heart interest. It's at tbe Elks' to-- :
The Pleiades her vision greet
night.
And desert blossoms at her feet,
The First Regiment band has again
As long before.
donated its services and will be at the
Adobe Grand Tuesday night Don't
As mem'ry kindles love's old flame,
miss it.
same
Pulse widly leaps, always the
Flag at Half Mast Some one is
Is woman's way;
to have tried to play a joke on
said
Then horror, tears and fear, as death
Once more puts
seal on halting Postmaster Burke today by putting
the flag over the postoffice at half
breath
mast. Mr. Burke was asked what it
At close of day.
meant and he at once got busy.
Position
It scarcely seems since yester morn
Eight Applicants for
There were eight applicants for the
That other races here were born,
civil service position of clerk-carrie- r
Then left their husk;
How brief a at the examination held in the school
Ten thousand years!
house yesterday morning. One was a
span!
woman. The position pays from $000
One moment of the changeless plan
to $1200 per annum.
Twixt dawn and dusk.
Hear Mr. Wall in a beautiful baritone ballad, Tuesday night at Adobe
on
Bond
Alfredo Grand.
Ribera Released
Ribera, the Albuquerque boy, held for
John Bell Makes a Strike John
larceny, has been released from jail
on $200 bond.
oi me w ens, r argo Jixpa ess wagon
Died of Hemorrhages Carrol M. and who has always smiled as he
Johnson died at Albuquerque of pul- asked his customers to "come across"
monary hemorrhages. He was a na- with that express charge has been
tive of Kentucky.
transferred to Alamogordo where he
will serve as relief agent for hhe comHealthseeker Dies at Las Vegas
Otis Blair, aged 38 years, died at Las pany. Unss is a promotion and Mr.
Vegas. He was a healthseeker, hav- Bells friends are glad to hear of it
ing come to .Las Vegas a few weeks though they will miss him.
Hear the lady soloists at the Adobe
ago from his home in Anderson, Ind.
His brother, O. S. Blair, was "with Grand Tuesday night. The small adhim when death came. Mr. Blair is mission fee is not to be a limit to the
survived by his mother, three broth- excellent entertainment.
It Was 85 Yesterday And didn't
ers and one sister. He was
you know it? The mercury climbed
from 57 at 5:30 a. m. to the 85 mark,
A Mighty Hunter Roque
Duran,
of arriving at that post by 4:10 p. m.
who resides in the neighborhood
J.ne average relative humidity was 44
Tecolote, was in Las Vegas yestercent and the day was partly
per
in
and
the
for
bounty
applied
day
with showers and thundercloudy
sum of $23. He displayed the pelts of
a Lobo wolf, three coyotes and a wild storms in the afternoon and at night.
cat. The bounty on wolves is $15 A year ago today the maximum was
76 and the minimum 56 with a precipieach. Duran killed the Lobo between
tation
of 0.07 of an inch of rain. There
railecos
the
river and the Santa Fe
were heavy rains over the mountains
way.
the Santa Fe river to carry a
Sentenced
for Being Noisy Be- causingvolume of water.
large
You will acknowledge that you got
ft cause their jolly behavior in the dead
of night caused a number of the resi- more than
your moneys worth, if youj
dents of North Railroad avenue at go to the Adobe Grand Tuesday night.
'
Las Vegas to be awakened from their The cause is excellent, the music and
slumbers, Albino Padilla, Ross Wise show will be excellent, why should
man and Thomas Mack were arrested any one stay away.
last night. They were arraigned be
Burke, the Glass Key Artist Did
fore Police Judge D. R. Murray on a you ever see a man taking down tescharge of vagrancy and sentenced to timony in court on a typewriter and
ten clays' work on the streets.
handing over the testimony to the
witness as he left the stand that tesY.
Las
Director
for
Vegas
Physical
M. C. A. J. C. Baker of Ridgway, la., timony neatly written, not in shortthe newly elected physical director of hand, but in full "typewriter key"
the Las Vegas Y. M. C. A., has ar- hand? Well, it is a great feat but one
rived in the Meadow City this morn- that Postmaster Burke performed yesing and will begin at once tlhe organi- terday for hours during the special
zation of classes for the winter. Mr. examination in the case of Carrie M.
Baker is a graduate of Iowa universi- Childers, plaintiff, vs. Adolph J.
Mr. Burke was appointed spety where he took a prominent part in
athletics. He was also president of cial examiner and referee by the dis
the Y. M. C A. and is familiar with trict court and the case deals witlhi
association work. In track athletics the Smuggler and Compromise min-- i
and basketball Mr. Baker was especi ing claims in Lincoln county. Mr.
ally proficient. He will also be a Burke wrote from 80 to 90 words a
member of the faculty of the Normal minute, and made very few errors.
And 'a good many amateurs on the
University.
type wachines, hearing the music of
I love my moving pictures, but oh, Burke's machine as it whirled through
those funny Mexicans. See them to the testimony, made "goo-goo- "
eyes.
Go Where the Crowd Goes, that's
night: at the Adobe Grand.
to the Elks'. Best pictures at the
best place. Prices 10c and 15c.
How's This?
The Call of the Plains Lured by
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re;
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- the plains of "God's country," as she
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. calls it, Miss Ivy Losey of this city,
F. 3. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
a frail girl, 22 years old, and weighing
We, the undersigned, have known F. less than 100 pounds, is about to set
J. Cheney for the last 15 yesu and be- out to win her fortune on a lonely
lieve him perfectly honorable in all claim six miles from any town in New
business transactions and financially Mexico, says the Indianapolis Star,
able to carry out any obligations made The girl was formerly a nurse at the
She left there
Deaconness hospital.
by his firm.
to visit her sister in Knowles, N. M.,
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
where the latter is married to a
U's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern
Hear Master Jack White in the new
ft ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous nurfaces of the system. ballad. New York's greatest hit, Tues'
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents day night at the Adobe Grand.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
If you are In need of anytning, try
Take Hall's Family Pills foi con
a New Mexican Want Ad.
pation.

Don't Delay

MUST
BESOLD

I

J

CALL

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Ap

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

fr Diamonds, Watches, Olocfes

I

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.

S.

Spitz

I

MAIIUFACTURJES

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

Oi WORK IN OUR LINE DONE

TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
PHONE
BLAOK

ft

SANTA FE, N, M,

19

OANON

436

ROAD

MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
NIGHT

DAY

PHONE

PICTURE

FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
125
130 RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Saltan!

Ms

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

MEXICAN
at

HATS

AIL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner of Plaza.

assortment.

IFOR

Lah-raan-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Buy Now While we have
a good
HALF A

CENTURY

P. O. BOX 219

DfcY GOCDS
IN

THC

niTV

You will not only be pleased when you buy Hardware from us,
but afterward.
Our brands of Hardware are known, reliable brands and will stand
hard wear.
When your Hardware wears out come buy your new things from
us. You will get your money's worth and our personal guarantee
that what you buy will stand the test.

&9dHS

hoT Kit's Hardware

We have it,

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

A IND

SflrPPTlPH
WVA

u.

VUJJ.UU

M

YANKEE

J

$

7

gf

Lump

CERRILLOS

"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
I "OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

L

"The Store Everybody Likes'

,

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, SmithiDg Coal. Steam Coal.
oawea wooa ana Kindling.

MONTEZUMA

AVENUE
8. F. Depot.
Telephone 85

Near

A. T. &

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone. !85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a

Protection for yourself demand an Abstract-- Do
you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property nblcn tou now own?

"KSSr

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

"X'i

Tel Black 76

M

g?ga,P H. O. YOWTZ watchcs
MAfMI PACTUM BR

!X!EE

"

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Servie

JtWtLKT

Cut Class. Chi nit

:

F"

345 San Francisco St.

J"--

"
b

"P10"

Date Hethods

1

nrl SilvAKuuavn
SANTA FE.

M.

P
It is to your advantage to trade here. We make
J
Your Own UOOQ the claim that we sell better goods than any one
i else, for we offer you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce

f'For

J
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A POPULAR VERDICT.

Grateful thousands tell

ASJI10DS

How weak backs were made strong,
Weak kidneys made well
testi-

mony.
They gladly praise Doan's Kidney
Pills.
For quick relief and lasting cures.
Santa Fe evidence is now complete.
Santa Fe testimony is confirmed;
Reports of early relief substantiated,
Cures doubly proved by test of
time.
Let a Santa Fe citizen speak.
St.,
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon
Santa Fe, N. M., says:
"The public statement I gave in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902
still holds good., . For four or fiveB
vpara T was sumect to auacKs ui
backache which were so severe at
times that I was unable to work. I
various remedies said to be
cures for troubles such as I had, but
nothing benefited me until I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills, 'iney proiupuy
a
proved tlhei.r worth and effected
cure which has been permanent. My
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills
has been so gratifying that I gladly
recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50,
Co.,
Buffalo,)
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United
.

.

1

States.
the name

Remember

and

Doan's

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRIANS

Father and Son l,Were Brave,
Hardy

in Kfd

New Mexico Military Institute

your
llrupffftl for A
IMumnnd TlmndA 1
n.l Gold nrtaHicV
botes, Klrd with Illue Rii.bon.
no clhrr. Bur of your
TL
HrnrirUt. Ask for I'll l.l iil'k.Trv
IIAAIONI l(l:,M PII.I.h. fo, as.
'hlhM-ter'-

Aftk

a

if

.

yeirs known as Best, Safest, Always kelial lr
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

j

"A."

or would send his best specimens,
from public spirit and laudable pride;
and thus there would be an excellent
exhibition with scarcely any expense.
Santa Fe should not lose its posi- tion ai the horticultural center. Trie

ft

Through Academic course, preparing young

"

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located

on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
The meeting tonight in the Old Pal- spot of the West it an e'evatloc of ?,700
ace of Republicans for the purpose of onl.v regular horticultural fairs ever
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day. but
organizing a Republican club should beld iQ New Mexico have been held
Ittie rain or snow during session.
here.
J. Alden Loring of Owego Lec- bring out a big crowd. Governor Mills,!
Eleven Officersnd Instructors, all graduColonel Ptichard and A. B. Renettian
It had been thought that in the abtures on African Huntates from st&tdard
eastern colleges. Ten
will make addresses.
sence of any announced fair here, the
ing Trip.
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatei, light
management of the Albuquerque fair,
ed and modern In all respects.
The Democrats of Bernalillo county would make their fruit exhibit a prom- - ...
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
,
Waverly. X. Y Aug. 25. J. Alden nave named H. B. Fergusson, Jacob inent feature. But a glance at their
LesRafael
ef-H.
Felix
Korber,
Hamilton. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
G,
Garcia,
permimn list, just
published,
Lonng. of Oswego, X. Y, nna nf thA
J. Collins, Simon Stern, A. Actually dispels that idea. The en
J,.'
,r .
field naturalists that accompanied the er'
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Caniori and M. P. Sawtelle. a their tire
A FlDlay
Roosevelt African expedition, deliver-trieneglect of horticulture lias never
been so evident in all of their thirty
ed his first lecture, "Through Africa candidates for the constitutional
For particulars aol Illustrated catalogue
annual exhibits.
with Roosevelt," here last night as
address.
one of the attractions of the Old
The title page of the premium list,
COl JA8. W. WILLSON,
"Announcing their utter disgust at announces that the fair this year will
Home Week celebration. Mr.
Superintendent.
B
covered the entire trip from Mombasa, the attitude of the Democratic party. be "a $25,000 exhibit." How much of
Juan
BerRoman
Garcia,
and
Roybal
British East Africa, to Gondokoro on
that $25,000 do you suppose is devoted
the
where the bjg game nunting nardo Lopez have deserted its ranks to horticulture, which is one of our
am: are working for the success of
practically ceased. After describing! the
pricipal industries, and dominant in
Republican party at tQie polls on the valleys of the Rio Grande, the Peth(1 hnhit
nf tho native ar,ri amQ
6.
These men have been cos and the San Juan? Is
and relating many interesting ex-- September
or
Democrats since they cast their first
periences that befell various members btllrts and have been consistent $5,000, appropriated to this exhibit?
of the party, the speaker said:
Is even $1,000 devoted to
Scarcely.
workers in the army of democracy. this
"Colonel Roosevelt and Kermit are 7
Not even that. If only
object?
hey all reside in the San Geronimo
two of the finest men to be with in pre-.
inct and are influential men in $250 is used for horticulture, that is
one dollar in each hundred of the
camp that I have met. iheir whole thcir commilnity.
Their rea30ns for but
But not even $250 is
interest was for the good of the expe-:- a
expense
of
are
faith
change
twofoW: p,r8t named. stated.
TO
nor $100, nor $50.
Xor
dition and they added many rare ani- - because
$200;
they believe in the principles
mals to the collection simply because 'set forth by the Republican party in In fact, out of the entire $25,000 to be
they were determined to make it as Jegard to the framing of a safe and used, exactly Eleven Dollars is devotcomplete and valuable as possible. Al- - sensible constitution for the new ed to this great branch of Industry of
which New Mexico is so proud. Just
though handicapped by poor eyesight, 'state; second, because tfhey have
colonel is a good marksman. Like come heartily disgusted with the nar- - $11; one premium of $5; and six of $1 Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing WeJls Fergo
all sportsmen, ne maae many good ty of their youth. They have come each. One naturally wonders what the
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
$24,989 goes for, when this Important
shots and he made many poor ones, to see, according to their own
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
but as a whole his shooting was above ments, that the Democratic party is in subject is given but $11.
So it is evident that any fruit show Pavnble
the average and he frequently brought reality, no party. Its willingness to
the United States. Canada. Mexico
down many flying birds, such as do the work and conduct its earn- this year, must be in Santa Fe. A lit'
reind ail Foreign Countries
herons, cranes and greater bustards. paigns behind subterfuges and by fu- tle quick action will produce a fine
In Hunting dangerous game, such as sions wun every otner known faction, sult.
KEfvlITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
L. BRADFORD PRINCE.
buffaloes, elephants, rhinoceroses and together witih its instability of
and
constant
a
of
Pose
of
he exhibited the courage
changing
hunter, and the cies and its adoption of strange and NEW TOWN TO SPRING
UP NEAR SOUTH BEND.
quickness with which he mastered the untried principles, have convinced
situation when in dangerous places, them that membership in t he Demo-anthe accuracy of his shooting cratic party is membership in no A Million Dollars Will Be Expended
Messrs. Garcia, Roybal
j lJartv at alL
showed that he never got excited.
on Industries Backed by East"I do not think that the colonel and Lol)ez announced their allegiance
ern Capitalists.
t0
the
gives his readers a fair impression of Iican Republican faith at the Repub-thPrimaries of the San Geronimo
Fine Rigs, Reliable
very great danger that he and
Wash., Aug. 25. Holders
Single
Kermit wer so often placed in. After Preeinct, which were held Saturday of Spokane,
&
Milwaukee
stock
the
in
Chicago,
H.hv tn fm,r n.- fiv niht- They have assured tine Renub
Buggies,
commtuee or tneir win- - Puget Sound, the Spokane, Portland
settlers with whom we had v ome ac iiuau efULiai
to Peak and work for a Re- - & Seattle and the North Coast railquainted, and met them . :.in several ing,ness
way companies and Spokane capital'
f
weeks later to find one with a badly
bJ' these men ,' being followed! 1bv ists will expend $1,000,000 in building
injured arm chewed by a leopard a other Democrats ,n
a town, to be known as
second in the hospital at the point of ,c
froymPthe nortn. four miles west of SoutJi Bend, Wash.
When in Need of Anything in
Especially
death from a lion mawling, and a
The company has 1,500 acres of clear.&
comes
precincts
Livery Line.
third who exhibited a rent m a so rt DemocratIc ranks are
bay. The indusdisintegrating ed land on Willipa
made by the tusta of a charging ele- - and the peop,e are hasteni
to
in
included
the
first steps
tries
t0
phant that killed his gun bearer; andjsupport of RepubiicaniSm
and good make the town a manufacturing cenRATES RIGHT.
after we had dined with a missionary nm.niI1n.
ter are a flour mill, wood pulp paper
t.oc
death
noon
of
his
one
and learned
mill, oyster and hshery companies,
from fever the next day, we began to
boat construction company and a
Bon Caspar Avenue
realize that hunting African big game
power and water company. The three
affair."
was not altogether a
lines of railroads will serve the
Mr. Loring spoke of Kermit as be- SUGGESTIONS FROM THE OUT- - town.
The concerns already incorporated
ing one of the most persistent sportsSIDE.
under the laws of Washington are:
THE C. E. HARTLEY
men he has ever met; cool in the pres- '
REAL
CO
Oriental Flour Mills $250,000;
ence of danger and so enduring that E(Utor Qf tfae
Mej',
and Water Company
Power
when he pursued a wounded animal,
Santa Fe N M
ComSPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
$250,000; Shoal water
Oyster
he seldom failed to get it and in the
The writer wantg
QQn
ConBoat
Pacific
pany, $100,000;
chase he outran his gun bearers and cerning the constitution of New Me
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
struction
$250,000; Willipa
even the swiftest porters.
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
ico. Do not organize more than one Fisheries Company,
Pacific
$100,000;
Company,
in suDsiance mr. Lunug aeuicu iuhl house for your legislature. The cause
and highly improved, 860.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
the expedition was one of slaughter. of two chambers in the other states Wood Pulp Mills, $500,000.
Charles McCauley, M. L. and L.
He said that it was purely scientific; comes from colonial times when one
are the eastern men and
Bradine
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
InstituSmithsonian
sent out by the
house was appointed and one elected, representatives of the railroads in
We are prepared to locate settlers on govtion for the purpose of enriching- our also in imitation of the national legRANCHES,
RANCHES
LARGE
terested in the project, and Colonel W.
erniuent land. We have irrigation enter- LARGK
knowledge of science and to collect islature,
AND
men
naa
are
prises, needing capital. Moneyed
AND
Kohllhauff
R. Abercrombie,
Edward
yet, the state legislature
SMALL
:
:
Invited to correspond with us.
;
specimens of African animals. Ten nothing in common with the duties of and J. F. Wilson are the
SMALL.
Spokane
could
of
have
YOU
amount
IF
NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
game
times the
either as concerns the need for two men identified with the company.
been killed. Already, over twenty-fivhouses. One house or chamber of fifty Charles E. Miller of South Bend, at
animals new to science have been de or seventy-fivmen can make all the torney for the incorporators, is named
scribed, and when the entire collec- laws your state will ever need, cheap- as one of the incorporators in each
NEAT ATTIRE
more
tion has been worked up, many
M. L. Lyman
of
er, better and quicker. Also they will of the companies.
will have been found. Not infrequent- be more
representative because every Milwaukee represents the Chicago,
ly the government is compelled to legislative district will know its one Milwaukee & Puget Sound Railway
close to travelers sections of the coun- member
and he will be more directly Company and L. Bradine and Charles
lions have sud- and
try where
definitely
responsible. I cite On- McCauley of Chicago are representa
nadenly appeared and are killing the
tario
as an example.
there be one tives of the North Coast and Spokane,
tives or where a rogue rhinocerous state in the Union
its laws as Portland and Seattle railway
making
or buffaloes toss them with their common sense
dictates, rather than by
horns. These animals have to be their
partisan influence, for properly
killed before the region is again' safe
Pain anywhere stopped In 20 min
the lieutenant governor,
for travelers. Game is so abundant constituted,
utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop'g Pink
offibe
would
an
presiding
impartial
that barbed wire fences are broken cer, so that individuals,
that is dis- - Tablets. The formula is onorthe
down bv zebras, wild Deasts ana
box. Ask your Doctor
Druggist
about this formula! Stops womanly
cmswve
xwiiius
VmntOrS
muiua.
lit: DCLIU'1 0 .nnpaoo .
aged. mi.
pains anywhere.
I have not
taken up your pains, headache,
and if they had their own way, in a time with a uselessly
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., for
I
am,
suggestion,
short time the vast herds of game that
free trial to prove value, of his HeadParticular care Is taken that no
Yours respectfully,
now roam over the plains would be
or Pink Pain Tablets. Sold by
when apparently "run to seed" a little
ache,
ROLIN R. JAMES,
leaves
greatly decreased.
ine capital jnarmacy.
are
equally benefited by our renovaTHE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
A large numher of colored lantern
A
FRUIT
SHOW.
tion treatment. We put an entirely
STABLE
slides made from photographs taken To
COLORADO SPRINGS WILL
the Editor of the New Mexican:
new appearance on them, giving each
BLOODED
CANINES.
SEND
by Colonel Roosevelt and Mr. Kermit
unless it is in perfect condition.
Cannot something be done to bring
Roosevelt were shown. They depicted
Horses fresh, vehicles clean and easy garment a freshness that suggests the
about a horticultural fair, or at least,
herds of wild elephants, rhinoceroses, a fruit
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 25. A running. Drivers spick and span. original appearance when brand new.
fall?
Fe
this
in
Santa
exhibit
of the leading dog fanciers
giraffes and other African animals.
Patrons are always well pleased with We are prompt and careful with our
Some time ago, several meetings were number
of Colorado Springs and other Colo- our
service. We have rigs of all kinds
held
and
arrangements
partially
August time, tells on the, nerves. made; and then Mr. Michaels, the sec- rado cities have entered their blood for use at any time of day or night work and guarantee to all partons perfeelKennel
show
no
ambition
the
fect satisfaction as well as contented canines for
great
But that spiritless,
went east for two months and which is to be made one of the most and our charges are moderate.
retary
altered
ment with the low prices charged.
can
and
quickly
be
easily
ing
the interest seemed to die out.
attractive features of the thirtieth
by taking what Is known to druggists
There never will be a season when annual New Mexico fair in Albuquer-miJulius Maralter, Tailor
WILLIAMS 1 BISING
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restora a finer
display of fruit can be made
thA first week in October. This
tive. Within 48 hours alter beginning
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
'Phone 139 Re
tn ..ca tha Taatnratva (mnrovement in this vicinity than now. If prope.'- assures the exhibition of some of the 310 8an Francisco
a
ef
be
would
Co-- .
very
it
west
in
as
most
the
arranged
valuable
health
full
dogs
will me noticed. Of course,
lorado Springs, in particular, is a notwill not immediately return. The
attention
attract
Such
exhibits
ed center of dog breeding enthusiasts.
always
And
follow.
gain, however, will surely
FOR THE
New Mexico and Arizona exhibitors
best of all, you will realize and feel and speak for themselves.
raised
on
$500
a
With
animals
in
of
will
have
their
subscription
Is
as
display
It
your strength and ambition
in the town as a
an exand no one in either
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
returning. Outside influences' depress cellent fair can befoundation,with suf- large numbers,
owns
a dog which he
who
held,
territory
the
then
first the "inside nerves"
Heart and Kidneys will usu- ficient premiums to attract exhibits. prizes should fail to get him on
stomach,
Denver Colorado.
'
The successful fair held from 1897 to
ally fail. Strenghten these falling
Pernerves with. Dr. Shoop's Restorative 1900, proved this conclusively.
and see how nuickly health will be haps, it is too late to attempt this,
if nothing else can be
yours again. Sold by The Capital, tbis year; but
cannot
aone,
ine iioara or iraae
wny
Pharmacy.
and the Commercial Club unite and
for New Mexico.
A.M. BERGERE,
I love my moving pictures, but oh, rent an empty room on the plaza
those funny Mexicans. See them to-- , (there are several) for two months,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Catron Block.
and invite exhibits. Every fruit grow- night at the Adobe Grand.
i

IN

DANGER

MY

TIES

L

,

.

j

Lo.-in- g

;

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

one-fift-

!

j

All

Parts of the World

,

state-Leav- e

Tarojaout

'.

-

pur-lion-

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

n

bl-ga-

east-boun-

'

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
10:15

e

m.

Train arrives from the north at 3:35
New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a. m.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m.

Horses,
Surries, Saddle Horses

,

m.
j

-

-

0,--

.

Call up 'Phone 9

'

1

When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidney nerves get weak, then these organs always fail. Don't drug the
Stomach nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is simply a
Get a prescription known to Druggists
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restorative. The Restorative is prepared expressly for these weak inside nerves.
Strengthen these nerves, build them
up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tablets or liquid and see ow quickly
help will come. Sold by The Capital
Pharmacy.
make-shif-

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

'

Ve-

O. X. Marion
presided over the
county convention of the Democrats
at Albuquerque
Eluterio
yesterday.
Gonzales was permanent secretary,
and F. M. Chacon interpreter.

Cool Headed and

I

l'llla

be-th- e

east-boun-

Train leaves for the north at

Tonight the Republicans of Las
gas will hold their primaries.

J..JI--

General Express Forwarder

take no other.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m, to
with No. 10 from the south and
wsci nlan Nn 3 frnm the east, fe- turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con- also takes
nect with No. 1 west-bound
pass--,
passengers for No. 2
m.
6:30
at
p.
Returning
ing Lamy
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounReturnand Nos. 4 and 8
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 d. m.

;

POLITICAL PASTURES

It

Urinary disorders corrected.
Santa Fe people add their

CHICHESTER S PILLS

IN NEW MEXICO'S

IDE ROOSEVELTS

Based on Evidence of Santa Fe People

M.

t.

WTIlla-Pacifi-

the
Drivers Furnished

,

,

one-side-

CHAS. CLOSSO

THE FORUM.

d

ESTATE

Willi-pa-Pacif-

;

I IPErM LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F O. BROWN Agent
Phone No 23 Red

j

-

-

k

e

e

WOOD i 'S HACK LIRE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

Emy
gngi Coco.forta.'bla.
TJa.l3a.gr

FARE

"53

arrival of
arrives at
any other
and good

$5.00

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i9 year the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
BATHS

BATHS

Lt

& FITCH

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
1
sundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
rand deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE BED 122. PHONE RED 122.

!

25-ce-

X

Mak Fas

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

man-eatin-

tlt.

i

e

THE WEST

WEST,

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Manager

.
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A LOCAL FRUIT EXHIBIT.
L
The communication of
L. Bradford Prince on another page
THE NEW MEXICAN PRIN TING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- deserves more than passing attention
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
property owners auu me cum- Vice President.
Editor and President.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
r
mercial
bodies. New Mexico should
Secretary-TreasureJOHN K. STAUFFER,
Attorney-at-Lahave an annual, as well as a , perma- - Santa
- New Mexico
Fe,
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
nent fruit show, and Santa Fe is the
$3.50
Chas. R. Easley.
RATES OF .SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, six months by mail
place hl whicn to hold it. This town Chas. F. Easley,
25
Estancia.
Fe.
Santa
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
not
fall
crowded
with
be
this
wni
per year
only
75 Weekly,
& EASLEY.
EASLEY
Daily, per month, by carrier...
1.00
delegates to the constitutional conven- 65 Weekly, six months
Attorneys at Law.
Daily, per month, by mail
50
7.00
Weekly, per quarter
tion, but with visitors from all over
Daily, per year, by mail
E. C. ABBOTT
the countrv. As Governor Prince sug- i
Attorney-at-LaOFFIClAt PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
R
storeroom centrally located,
tg
Practice 'n the District and SuI- - is sent
to jn which home grown fruit would be
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
Courts.
Prompt and careful
preme
displayed, would prove a splendid ad- attention given to all business.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing frculatf;i
- vertisement of this section.
New Mexic
Santa Fe,
among the intelligent and progressive people ot the Southwest.
The criticism made in the communiCATRON & CATRON
cation of the Albuquerque fair manOJNiONf ftLAan. and Counsel
Attorneys
agement, also seems well founded. If
Office: Catron Block
out of a total premium list of $25,000 Santa Fe,
New Mexico
WHAT PROTECTION HAS DONE. only $11 is devoted to horticulture,
THE TERRITORIAL LANDS.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
by! then the Albuquerque fair has not yet
What has been accomplished
The! Republican party, 'which has!
'
Attorneys-at-Lathe
in
been in charge of public affairs iti protection i3 Tiappily. instanced
arrived W't hat 'stage ' of usefulness
in the District Courts as
Practice
inwMch the New Mexican had predicted well as before the
New Mexico for fourteen years past, state of, 5ew York, among many
Supreme Court of
is as ready to give an accounting for dustries. Hats have built up a thriv-- for it But the fair is Albuquerque's the territory. .
New Mexico
the public lands of the Territory, asut ing city at Yonkers and are building concern and its management proD- - Las Cruces.
is of the finances and other branches other industrial communities in other ably knows best that a street carnival,
EDWARD C. WADE
balloon '.ascensions-and- .
squaw races
of the territorial government. ?uife re-- parts 'of 'the' state. The protection
will draw more people than would a
Attorney-at-Lacomfor
a
mens' gloves has created
first-clas-s
cently, Traveling Auditor Charles V.
and
crowds
In the Supreme and Disis
fruit
Practices
exhibit,
of 30,000 people and reduced
Safford completed a very exhaustive munity
at
this
Duke
is
what
Courts
after
of the Territory, in the
the
trict
City
one-hato
the price from two and
audit of the office of Land Commis- three dollars, as it was when
stage of the game. But in the mean- Probate Court and before the U. S.
England
sioner R. P. Ervien, following up every had the monopoly, to a dollar and a while, let Santa Fe have a fruit ex- Surveyor General and U. S. Land
lease from No. 1 to the present. A dollar and a half. Now, the great Eng- hibit even if it is too poor to hold a Offices.
fair. If members of the Las Cruces
New Mexico
superb system of keeping books nas lish manufacturers are moving to horticultural
can
Commercial
raise
Club
$500
by
been installed and the disposition of Qloversville. An equivalent protection
propo-gandRENEHAN & DAVIES
every acre can be told at a glance and for women's gloves would lead in two public subscription: for political
E. P. Davlet
they certainly are willing to de- A. B. Renehan
every cent received from leases and years to the employment of 50,000 men
Attorneys-at-Lasales accounted for. Not only have to the destruction of the foreign mo- vote such a sum to the upbuilding of
Practice in the Supreme and Disthe lands been well administered, but nopoly and would give our own people the principal industry of this section.
Courts. Min,ng and Land Law a
trict
been
records
have
the
kept perfectly an article much cheaper and better
The city authorities are pleased specialty. Office in Cairon Block.
and the money received distributed to than they have now. The same rewith the prompt response of house- - Santa Fe
New Mexice
the proper funds.
a thriving com- sults have, followed-i-The property holdings of the Ter- nmnitv of 30,000 -- it the finishing of.
G. W. PRICHARD
issued by Mayor Arthur Seligman.
ritory, both for institutional and other liimhpr at Tnna.watida and rorresnond- - ly
Scores of backyards have been tidied
Attorney and Consellor-at-Lapurposes, have been increasing from jng results at Ogdensburg and other
and many spots of possible infection
Practice in all the District Courts
year to year, and an inventory taken piaceg
and contagion have been removed. and, gives special attention to cases
under date of June 30, last, discloses
like
show
No country can
figures
native-bor- n
people, especially, before the Territorial Supreme Court
the fact, that these property holdings these: That since Republican nrotec- - The
been
have
scrupulously exact in com- Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
based on conservative
valuations, tjon became a fixed policy the wealth
amount in the aggregate to $1,837,-- 1 nf ha TTniterl Stated has increased six plying with the ordinance, while the
only opposition has come from the
WILLIAM McKEAN
065.17.
times, foreign trade three times,
newcomers who delight to call themAttorney-at-LaThe accumulation
of this large
in factories three times, railamount has been derived practically road mileage six times, foreign com- selves Americans, but are utterly
and Land Law.
Mining
in their attitude toward san- Taos
New Mexico
entirely from taxation, and has been merce three times, and the value of
purchased and paid for with moneys manufactured products seven times, itation and the municipal government.
Santa Fe today is cleaner than it ever
C. W. G. WARD
derived from that source.
exports from 1897 to 1909,300 per cent
Territorial District Attorney
The Territory also has other prop- Except for these conditions we never has been and it will be perfectly clean
if the few recalFo, San Miguel arid Mora Counties
erty holdings to a large amount, held could have had railroads carrying pop- in another week
remove Las
New Mexico
in trust for the benefit of the various ulations to the farms and productive citrants above alluded to will
Vegas,
territorial institutions and for other possibilities carrying the factory near the filth from their premises.
W. A. FLEMING JCNES
which consist of lands to the raw material; we never could
purposes,
The Socorro Chieftain persists in
Bonds and Investments
centers
granted bv Congress. The acreage have had manufacturing
rousing unpleasant memories in the
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
granted, in the aggregate, amounts to which brought the markets to the minds
of the voters of the Territory. Judicial District of New Mexico.
5,589,206 acres, and of this acreage farmer's door; we never could have
It says, for instance:
seEastern and local bank references.
selected
such
has
and
been
there
had the consumers, whose number
"Why is it that when our Democrat- Las Cruces
New Mexico
lections approved by the secretary of and whose prosperity give the farmer
ic friends are most blatant above pothe interior and titled vested in the his opportunity, the manufacturer his litical misrule in New Mexico it never
R. W. WITTMAN
Territory to 5,583,626 acres, of which opportunity, the merchant his oppor- occurs to them to cite as an illuslra-- 1
Draftsman
71,000 acres have been sold at an aver- tunity, the railroad its opportunity, tion certain
Demo-a
of
certain
year
age price of $3.22 per acre. At the and the steamboat and the canal their cratic regime not so very long ago?i Copies furnished of records on file
in the IT. S. Surveyo1 General's Office
lowest minimum value for which the opportunities.
Those years mark the most brazenly
New Mexice
Santa
Fe,
lands can be disposed of under the
nonsense
was
There never
greater
corrupt and disgraceful period in the
provisions of the act granting these than this attempt to establish irrecon- history of New Mexico or of any othPROBERT & COMPANY
lands to the Territory, $3.00 an acre, cilable antagonism between producers er realm this side that of his satanic
Investments
the value of the present holdings and consumers. " They are constantly majesty. What a forceful object leswould amount to $16,537,878.
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
interchangeable. Our country buys son the period, its doings, and its
The balance of the lands granted
of the consequences would afford our DemoMoney Loaned for Investors.
of the production
We have for sale general stocks of
if thely
and to which the territory has not ac- earth. Why? Because we have the cratic political white-wing'- s
quired title, 5,580 acres, have prac- money. Why the money? Because would only turn their attention in that Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
other Business Opportunities throughtically all been selected and are now we have the employment, and with direction."
out Taos county.
before the secretary of the interior the employment the wages, and with
The Quay County Times deplores
Bank References Furnished.
awaiting the approval of that official. the wages the acquisition of the
at
New Mexico.
The yearly revenue from these habits which make the luxuries of to- the Democratic
Taos,
and the tendency of such sociallands for the benefit of institutions day the necessities of tomorrow.
istic measures as the initiative and
JOHN K. STAUFFER
and other purposes, amounts to over
referendum to destroy stability and
$100,000. Last year the actual receipts,
Notary Public
REPUDIATING STATEHOOD.
It says:
Office with the New Mexican Printfrom this source reached $109,396.92.
Tlhe Democrats of Santa Fe county prosperity.
"There is a tendency, which is rad- ing Company.
The Democratic papers should keep in their resolutions have virtually reNew Mexice
these figures handy, whenever parti- pudiated statehood; have thrown to ically wrong, to inspire hatred against Santa Fe,
san blindness moves them to question the winds the provisions made for corporations and even the prosperous
the administration of the public lands the payment of the county debt and business man. We may direct and
regulate with justice but the moment
under Republican rule.
thus have become the enemy of every we
destroy confidence in the business
property owner in the county, for one
TAOS COUNTY ASKS FOR SHEAR-ON- . condition in the enabling act carries world, then we begin to tear down
with it the others. The Democrats of those things which bring comfort and
themselves enjoyment to our homes prosperity
A strong and well defined move- the county by pledging
ment in favor of the appointment of to repudiate one of the conditions in business means good homes, plenty
District Clerk Frank W. SAearon for laid down by Congress and the Presi of food and clothing, good roads, good
district attorney has come to the sur- dent, repudiate the entire act, for the schools, peace and prosperity."
face. It is well known that District President cannot legally approve the
Here comes a suggestion from the
Attorney E. C. Abbott will assume the (constfStulpon when submitted If it Pecos
Valley News that will receive
judicial ermine by October and that fails to comply with any or all the
a vacancy will occur for Governor conditions laid down by Congress as the unanimous approval of all servant
Mills to fill. Already, TaostVand; Tor- necessary to be embodied in the con- keeping housewives:
rance counties have been heard from stitution'' adopted by the territories. , "A recent issue of the New Mexican
in no uncertain terms demanding the If Santa Fe county can insist that contained a long article on the servant
with; girl question. Why not insert a clause
appointment of Shearon and Santa one condition be
Fe county will fall in line. Says the then Bernalillo county can insist that in the new constitution on thisques-tion- ,
thus being the first constitution
Taos Valley News:
the clause providing that the capital
"The sentiment in this locality is remain at Santa Fe until 1925 be not forever enabling the state to sucpractically unanimous for the appoint- complied with; then Eddy county can cessfully cope with the matter."
ment of Frank W. Shearon to the po- insist that the bonded railroad indebtCitizen-Tribun- e
The Albuquerque
sition of district attorney for this edness of Santa Fe county be not paid
district. The people of Taos county as the enabling act provides, and ev declares it to be unreasonable to reare intensely interested in- - this mat- ery county could take some stand quire that 51 per cent of the voters
ter and their sentiment in favor of against any or all the conditions that shall be necessary to carry a referenShearon has been both personally and Congress has deemed essential and dum proposition in case a modified
with particular which it has made the law of the land- form of referendum is adopted in
officially expressed
Do the Democrats of Santa Fe county New Mexico. The Citizen, is evident-- ;
emphasis.
"Mr. Shearon came here at the suppose for one moment that Presi- ly insistent that a minority should
If you like good Ooffee then
May term of court, as district court dent Taft would disregard the provi- rule the majority, at least as long as
you will surely be charmed
clerk, a stranger to many of our citi- sions of the enabling act,, which has the Democrats are in the minority and
with.
zens, but he left at the close of the become the law of the land, and ap- the Republicans in the majority.
term with the respect of all ns an offi- prove any constitution that did not
''CHASE AND SANBORNS
Two prisoners in a Georgia jail atcial and the warm friendship of all embody the conditions the law lays
as a good-felloand a sterling citi down? The nation has said to New tempted suicide
yesterday because
SEAL BRAND"
zen.
Mexico, on these conditions you may they were denied the election news.
a
remain
a
otherwise
number
are
become
are
there
of
And
"We
statehood
state;
you
still,
quite
approaching
It has a distinctive, SatisWhen that is achieved and we emerge a territory. If New Mexico would people even in Santa Fe, who manage
fying flavor rich, mellow
and line the result of
from a territory into a state, the rather remain a territory rather than to get along without subscribing for a
scientific, careful blending
of perfectly roasted coffees
people will decide who shall be the comply with these conditions, It has newspaper.
from the world's best planofficials' who will govern, and we the choice, but the fact remains, that
tations.
will not be dependent on executive Congress would in that case, lay even
That peace has her heroes no less
more
and
more
no
undesirable
war is demonstrated once more
than
matter
how
excellent
stringent
appointment,
those appointments may have been. restrictions upon the people of the by the long death list of fire fighters
Santa Fe Agents.
in the far northwest. The greatest
The voice of the people will control. territory.
in
a
time
the
to
At
is
of
a
This
this
usefulness
standing army
good
begin.
The important fact in the Associat- future will not he to fight but: to conjuncture the voice of the people Is
loud and strong for Frank W. Shear-on- , ed Press dispatch yesterday telling struct and to save property.
and it is to be most sincerely of the Roosevelt trip Is not that the
& COMPANY
will make fourteen set
When a newspaper bTags about
hoped that the request will he heard
and heeded and that District Attor- sueeches, but that thirty-fivnewspa- what it is doing for a community, or
ney Shearon will appear when the dis- per correspondents accompany him. for a party, or for the people, it is
trict court te again called for Taos It is a splendid argument for the pow- generally an indication that no one
er of advertising.
else has noticed It. .
county."
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J.

PALEM,

J. 8.

President,

BEAD, Cashier.

-

,

FRAKX McKAKE, Assistant Cashier.'

L. A, HUGHES,

I

,

e First Plafion
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1

The Oldest Oanking Institution in
Hew Mexioo. Established In 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coHaterai security: Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to aM parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money traosmiting agency' public or
private. Interest allowed on Ji me deposits at he,ate ef three
per cent, per annum on six njoaths' or year- tiine. Mberai
livestock--anproducts.'
advances made: on consignments
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
5 aid aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respects,
2 as is consistent with safety and the
principles of soMnd feank.,
c ihg. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
3 public is respecf ully solicited.
d
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THE

j

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

-

r.

1

-

the Best Hotels

One of

j

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

in

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

j

the-wage- s

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLA

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME

....

1

....

j

j

one-thir-

Proprietor
Commodious Sample Room

long Distance Telephone Station.
Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

....

WP

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

EUROPEAN PLAN

G.HJPK HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the Olty to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed, T'
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
T".
men, Give us a trial if you want first classservice,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gaspar Ave.

GREGG Prop.

WM- -

THIS WEEK

SKS)

SPECIAL
SALE ON

ONLY

ran

Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses,
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces.

j

ALL GOES ATONE HALF
THE REGULAR PRICE,

w

!

LOOK AT OUR;
SHOW WINDOW

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

MWfaff
GINGER ALE,

.

Mtf jested to

CO

TdsfhflMBsltStotfhm

SOFT BfilHKS

par orders iaimni
KM

thlrat? m BonrtUar

WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

ROOT BEER,

''

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

e

PHONE 26

Our increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

SB

S.MUNE

wan

THE HOTEL CORONADO

GROCERS

H.

RESTf

sapper ready to eat and yon will 'not have to

serving

& Co.

'

DO TDK

FULL C0URSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

A TP

WOW

S.KAUNE

H

IN CONNECTION

PttKSS THK BUTTON WE

....

j

FIRST CLASS CAFE

a Good One,

d

irif;

-

AM

rink mmi tram filtered water.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
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ICE MELTS

A$C5f

PERSONAL MENTION.

'
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1

S. J. Paradise, a Denver salesman,
is in the city.
G. W. Bond, a merchant of Trinidad,
is at the Palace.

j

trade.
J. E. Sullivan, the well known
ver hardware dealer, i3 at the

j

G, E. Linqtfis't,'

is here

I

to the Indians.

Den-

t

-

Pal- -

Fancy sauce dishes
Cream pitchers

:

ilE

TRUST

CO.

SURETY BONDS

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN '"BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE'. AND

j

BUSINESS PROPERTY,
t
'

3

our attractive list before buying.

.

& C CIV PA NY
0,C, WATSON
Santa Fe, New Mexico
,.

,

119 San Franciscu St.

Phone. Fed Fo. .89

FRUIT JARS

-

j

i

WILSON RANGES AT COST

- FURNITURE - HOUSE

MATTRESSES

TENT
Akers-Wagne-

FURNISHING.

Furniture Co.

r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

ALL GOODS ON

DIS-PL-

DONT' MISS THIS Op- portunity to buy high
class goods at reduced
prices.

Af

OUR

IN
WINDOW.

OUR GRANDMOTHERS
KNITTED HOSIERY THAT WAS COMFORTAND WHY? 5ECAU.SE THEY STARTED
AT THE TOE AND KNIT ROUND AFTER
ROUND, NARROWING AT THE ANKLE, TURABLE.

NING THE HEEL, WIDENING THE
HO-SIER-

BUR-So-

1,5

8

7--

lW
in perfect harmony with the doctor
and Ihe has an equal responsibility.
We compound prescriptions with absolute accuracy and
faithfulness.
Have yours put up, here ,so as to be
absolutely sure they are right.

bought of us. Do you know anything
about our prices? If not, you've a surprise In- store. Let us figure on your
"J
next building.
-

Charles W. DurJrow

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY

FRESH EGGS
CREAM
Telephone

Mrs.

&
No

Successors td

Stripling-Burrow-

& Co.

s

MILK
140 Red

a New Mexican Want Ad.

way

Wil-;6.1-

try
I

NEVER WRINKLED,

STRETCHES

OR

SHRINK-S.

74

IT
THE ONLY
.STOCKING THAT
KNIT TO CORRECT

SHAPE BY
CHINERY.
price-25c. 35c. 50c,
WE, ARE LOOKING FOR THE

popular

s

MA-

and 60c,

BE-ST-

.

j

;

New Muxjca..,, Printing Com-anhas on hand a large supply of
paus and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also tor lawyers
ind merchants: good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book term.
i'rit- -

otto retsch.

If you want anything on earth
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.

THE DRUGGIST
MUST WORK

LUMBER

AT

HUG

1--

be of no avail if the medicine ordered
is not exactly as it should be.

dura-

COMFORT-ABLE-TH-

THE FOOT, ANKLE
AND CALF - THAT

1--

ma'e more satisfactory In ap or the most famous physician will

pearance and in the matter of
bility if you use

KNITTING,

WAYS

3--

THE MOST SKILLFUL NURSE

IN

FA-SHIONE-

WITHOUT A SEAM
I N
PERMANENT
STYLE AND FIT. IT
IS THEONE STOCKING
S ALTHAT

m
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Ho-SIER-

THE

5--

5--

LEG-MAKI- NG

A FASHIONED HOE.WITHoUT A SEAM.
S .SEWED To
OTHER FASHIONED
PRE-SE.SOME
TO
IS
SHAPE IT,
.SHAPE,
BUT ALL CAU-SDISCOMFORT AND KNOTTY
SEAM.S.
BUR-SoHOSIERY AS GRANDMOTHER DID,
AT THE TOE.

1--

5--

will be

t

Pudding pan,baking pans,
kitchen sets, strainers.

MARKfcTJPORT

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

1

YOUR BUILDING

35c
25c
25c

15c ASSORTMENT

cake

spoons.
Mrs. A. P. Vaughn and children, of
Las Cruces, are spending a few days
in the city. They are registered at
20c ASSORTMENT
Gregg's hotel.
Hon. Solomon Luna returned to Albuquerque yesterday from his sheep
Mixing pans, frying
ranches near Magdalena, western So
pans, coffeepots, stew
corro county.
kettles.
Amos Hedricks, of the Gallinas
planting station of the forest service,
forty-fiv- e
miles east of Santa Fe, is
in the capital.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Acasio Gallegos has returned from a trip to Torrance and
Lincoln counties.
TVfise, Tlamsnn. nf Phirnen' Ipft tnfln.v
the
for San Francisco, Calif., after spend - at the same time we congratulate
Missions on again se
of
Board
Home
of
as
the
here
several
guest
days
ing
curing her service. Miss Brown goes
the Misses McFie.
in two weeks to Marble City, OklaNaMrs.
and
Territorial Secretary
up work in the Dwight
than Jaffa" and. family left this fore- homa, to take
Mission Scnool. This is
noon for the : Rito de los Frijoles. Memorial
the oldest of-- all the Mission Schools
They will return on Sunday evening.
the Indians and has a great
Pedro Ortiz y Pino and Francisco among
for the, work clone through
reputation
Chaves, who are kell known residents the century and a half of iti' exist
counof Galisteo, southern Santa Fe
ence. Rev. F. L. Shaub, wno has
ty, are registered at the Coronado ho- - j
8uperintendent of the scho0l for
tel- ten years, made a long continued ef- B. C. Hasselkus and A. L. Wilson, of for(. tQ gecure Migg Brown a3 one of
Creede, Colo., have arrived in the cityhjs gtaff and we congratulate him on
with Game and Fish Warden Gable, (M S1.eas in securing such an effi- wis j,er the very
bringing fish for stocking lakes andjcjent heper
streams.
best in her new work. The Madison,
Miss Ethel Church will leave next Indiana, Courier.
week for her home in Washington, D.
C, but will return to Santa Fe about
Christmas time. During the year she
has been residing in Santa Fe Miss
Church has made many friends.
MONEY AND METALS.
Mrs. J. B. Clark and children reNew
York, Aug. 25. Call money 1
turned last evening from a visit with
prime paper 5
relatives in Michigan. Mr. Clark will Amal. 63
N. Y. C
Atch. 96
return this evening from a v sit of
'
f
the county teachers' institutes at Las P. 163
pfd. 115
Steel 67
Cruces, Alamogordo, Carrizozo and
New York, Aug. 25. Lead dull 440
Estancia.
silver
(fi 450 ; spelter dull 535545;
Attorney Mark B. Thompson for- 52
merly of Santa Fe, was suddenly
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
stricken with heart trouble while in
Chicago, 111., Aug. 25. Wheat Sept.
the bathroom at uis home in Las
99
Dec. 103
Physicians
Cruces Monday evening.
Dec. 59
Corn Sept. 61
were hurriedly summoned, who found
34
37
Dec.
Oats
which
Sept.
in
unconscious
Mr. Thompson
Pork Sept. $21.50
Jan. 18.47
condition he remained for about two
house. Today his condition is much
Lard Sept. $11.97
Jan. $10.55.
improved and it is thought that no
Ribs Sept. $12.20; Jan. $9.60.
serious consequences will follow the
WOOL MARKET.
attack.
afternoon
this
left
W.
St.
Kelly
Louis,
"Harry
Aug. 25. Wool steady;
for Topeka, Kan. On arrival there territory and western mediums 18i5x
he will join Fred C. Fox, general su- 231-2- ; fine mediums 17(fI20; fine 14
17.
perintendent of the Santa Fe, and
Harlow Hurley the party leaving
LIVESTOCK.
Fridav for New York City to meet
Kansas City, Aug. 25. Cattle Rethe body of tlhe late James E. Hurley, ceipts 6,000, including 2,600 southerns,
general manager of the Atchison, To- - Market steady to five lower. Beeves
The $4.908.45; southern steers $3.95
peka and Santa Fe railway.
western steers $4.357; stock-helbody will arrive on the Kaiser
der Grosse on the morning of er8 $45&6.30; cows and heifers $2.60
Tuesday," August 30. It will be tak- 6.60;' calves $6.509.
en directly , to,. Jopeka where burial 4 Hogs
Market
Receipts 12,000.
will take pface.'SMrs. Hurley and her Steady.
mixed
Light $8.759.25;
daughter, Miss 'Hildegarde, will not $S.l309.25 ; heavy $8.108.9o; rough
make the trip to New York;," Las Ve-- , $3.10 8.30; good to choice heavy
'
n,
gas Optic'
l$8.308.93; pigs $8.9O9.50; bulk $8.- "Miss Emma. Brown, who was for 509.70.
Market
more than a year matron of the Dru- Receipts 3,000.
Sheep
silla Home in this city, has accepted steady. Muttons $44.60; lambs $6
a position with the Board of Home 6.75; fed wethers and yearlings $4
Missions of the Presbyterian church. 5.75; fed western ewes $3.75 4.50.
Miss Brown spent a number of years
in New Mexico in a Mission School
The best assortment in all our lines
making an eminent success of the at The Capital Pharmacy.
.
work. Her work in our city with
the Drusilla Home can only be spoken i I Jove my moving pictures, but oh,
of in the highest terms. We are very those funny Mexican.. See them
to see her leave the city but night at the Adobe Grand.
--

Exceptional Bargains at the dozen
$1.00 $1.25 and $1 50
'C

Cake stands
Fruit bowls
Water pitchers

10c ASSORTMENT
of Kitchen ware, stew pans,
flesh forks,fancy cake pans,

-

FRUIT JARS

10c
10c

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
See

1910

I

ness.

EST ATE

A L

05c

Sugar bowls

i

!

.

t

t

I

$

UNITED STATES BANK
INSrjiANCF.

t

hi

We will sell our entire line of Glassware at
Friday
greatly reduced prices. Remember
and Saturday ONLY

If 200 YEARS AQQ 9ne- W-- ancestors had banked oalt.aOB.dpllars .. j ; Judge Byron Sherry,- of Alamogbrdd,
at 5 per fjeaj.mppjiftd. utejrest an.d .yu , had .that $290' andU)e interest, lately, mayor of that town, is in Santa
each dollar Ml "were a link in a. chain,' that chain would reach 'from New" Fe ou legal ' business.
ls
"M
a f--' Assistant" Insurance Commisstoner
'"
f,! v
York to an'ncWco
;
"
;?-b&likMf
oar
you will let It
yFetfr'M. Lineafi "has returned' from a
Money grow in'
business trip to Albuquerque.
Make OUR Bank, TOUR Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Bergere have gone to
We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.
Rochester, Minn., where Mrs. Bergere
will undergo treatment for serious 111- &
xJ--t-

t

For Two Bays Only, Aug. 26 27

6f lescalerO, Otero

o'v

Glassware and Kitchen Ware

if

H. W. Brown, a grocery salesman of
Denver, is at the Palace.
Thomas A. Hayden of this city
spent yesterday at Las Vegas.Miss Ramona Baca and Miss Green
have been visiting friends in Cerrill03.
Mrs. Charles Michael of Santa Fe is
visiting Mrs. C. H. Ward at Las Ve-gas.
William Xoiris and William L.
Bobo, of Roswell, are here on busi-- I
ness.
E. S. AVaddle, a drug salesman of
St. Joseph, Mo., is calling on the
1

ass- -

,
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W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
CI AtfFNHON
IY

GARDEN
R, V.BOYLE

Mgr,

PANSY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CLUREhDON POOLTRY YARD- S-

IW2lr,

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White
Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed oi Wyandotte.
clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning,
i

EGGS FOR HATCHING.

FlDrrir .Qoriiro

PAY

OUUVU1
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

eats

Cleaners and Wash Tubs. '

Santa Fe Water

and

mm CHIT

Call them in Operation

Light Company

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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St, Louis Rocky

Pacific

&

Continuous
Reduces AdCropping
hesive Quality and Renders the
Ground More Sandy.
(E. R. Parsons, Parker, Colo.)
The reddish and chocolate colored
clay loams although particularly in
evidence in Xew Mexico and Colorado
can be found almost anywhere adjacent to the main mountain range between Mexico and Edmonton.
Although the chemical analyses vary
sufficiently to divide them into fifty
or more varieties of soil if you wish
to draw the line that fine, yet the general physical and structural characteristics are the same. The farmers simplify the problem by calling them all
adobe soils.
The chief difference between sand
and clay is the fineness of the particles in the latter which favors adhesiveness causing it to stick to the plow,
to ball easily and to become very solid

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In effect March
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6 00
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Cimarron
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Ute Park, JS.
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under pressure, but this same quality

IConneetswlth E. P. & S. W. Ry, train No. 124
in Dawson, N, M. ai6:15p.
toonppcts with E. P.&S. V. Ry, train No. 123 arriving
a. m
leaving Dawson N, M. at
Van
meets
Houten
M,
N,
trains at Preston N. M.
SStage 'o.
O. AS.
Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow
NORTHBOUND:
SOUTH BOUND

enables it to hold vast quantities of
moisture, much more than sandy soli
before it reaches that point where
capillarity commences to work and
leads it down into the dry subsoil. For
instance if two fields are fallowed for
a season one clay soil, the other
sandy it will be found at the end of
i the
season that although the amount
of water conserved in each may be
about the same, the moisture in
the clay field will be found more or
less in the top two feet, while that in
field may reach down three
j the sandy
feet or more, the difference being that
the clay soil carries its moisture in
j less
space, and for this reason the
expansion and contraction of these
soils is very great causing large
cracks to form where the moisture
is allowed to escape. But this action
or working of the soil favors the creation of a fine mulch when under

i

j

No. 1.4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.l
No. 7.6 49p.m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, m.i
with
&.
S.
T.
A.
Track connection
F. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O, A 9. Ry. at
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern
at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park, N. M. Is depot for t he following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
Baldy Black Lakes, Oerro, Klizabethtown. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
"Daily. fFlag, t Daily except Sunday
E. J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Ratn. N. M
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.

i

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Feto El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in
Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

These reddish and chocolate colored loams are the best of the clay
series and as a general rule are more
productive than the yellow or mud
colored. They usually contain plenty
of potash, lime and iron and are of
an alkaline reaction and on the mesas
are never sour, contain no wildness or
"Indian,' as the farmers term it, but
will raise a fine crop as soon as
broken, provided of course the breaking is deep enough and the sod properly reduced.
Continuous cropping reduces the adhesive qualities of these soils and
finally renders them more sandy.

o,

System

East or West

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P.

A.

After The Grippe

"I am much pleased, to be able to write and thank
you for what Cardui has done for me," writes Mrs. Sarah
J. Gilliland, of Siler City, N. C
"Last February, I had the Grippe, which left me in
bad shape. Before that, I had been bothered with female
trouble, for ten years, and nothing seemed to cure it
"At last, I began to take Cardui. I have taken only
three bottles, but it has done me more good than all the
doctors or than any other medicine I ever took."

-

1-- 4

1--

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1--

Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, hail
meu nonce or intention to make, final
five year proof, to estnhiici,
io?
the land above described, before Reg-ist'
and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N.
on the 13th day of October, 1910. M.,
er

Tabe
J42

Claimant names as witnesses:
Charles Closson. Santa Ve. w

.

Simeon VIvash, Romulo Lopez, Mar- uu, aa or recos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

The Woman's Tonic

Register.

ts
of any serious illness, like the
For the
Grip, Cardui is the best tonic you can use.
It builds strength, steadies the nerves, improves the
appetite, regulates irregularities and helps bring back the
natural glow of health.
Cardui is your best friend, if you only knew it
Think of the thousands of ladies whom Cardui has
helped! What could possibly prevent it from helping you?
Remember you cannot get the benefit of the Cardui
ingredients in any other medicine, for they are not for sale
in any drug store except in the Cardui bottle. Try Cardui.
after-effec-

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m,
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell ?10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tena,
for Special Instructions, and
book, "Home Treatment for Women," sent free.

FRATERNAL
plowing and intelligent cultivation.
Some moisture remains over every
year and just as soon as the subsoil
becomes moist enough to allow the
roots to penetrate deeper than the bot
torn of the furrow ood crops result
and the settler begins to wonder what
all the trouble was about
To all dry farmers, starting in, I
would say stay with it; you will never
regret it. The first year is the worst
Your troubles are nearly over.
The sorghum can be raised anywhere, by anyone, any year. So can
amber cane, milo maize, kaffir corn,
etc., etc., and as D. T. Hoskins of Las
Vegas says: "It can all be fed to cows
and converted into milk and cream,
which, with the help of separators and
pasteurizers, can be shipped hundreds
of miles, bringing to the farmer at
least 10 cents a gallon for his milk,
anc he gets back the skim besides."
Any old cow will bring in $5 a month,
30 cows will support a family, 20 high
grade cows in a neighborhood where
there is room for expansion will make
a man rich, in time.

SUMMER

THEY GET GREAT IRRIGATION
PROJECTS IN WASHINGTON.

Montezuma

Pumping Plant Installed to
Water Large Area Work Began
Last Year.

Electrical

Lodge No

1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-

Spokane, Wash., Aug. 25. Pasco
Reclamation
Company, headed by
Robert E. Strahorn, of Spokane, president of the North Coast Railway Company has completed the first unit of
7,500 acres of an irrigation project designed to water 12,500 acres in the vicinity of Pasco, Wash., 145 miles
south of Spokane. This is the largest
area of land in America irrigated from
an electrical pumping plant. The water taken from the Snake river, is delivered to the land below the 1,000-foo- t
level by means of a pipe line. Three
hundred thousand dollars has been expended on the work and as much
more will be required to complete the
plant.
P. A. Devers, manager of the project, said in the course of an interview in describing the plant:
"While the project is in some respects unique, it does not vary from
recognized principles in mechanical
Water is
and irrigation construction.
pumped from the Snake river 120 feet
by turbin pumps run by electricity.
Twenty miles of wooden pipe distri
bute the water only two miles of ca
nal being used. Continuous stave piping 30 to 36 inches in dlamater, is
used for the main line, and machine
banded wooden pipe from 14 to 24
inches is used for laterans. About
acres can be reached now and it
is safe to say that no project of sim0

TOURIST RATEs

SOCIETIES.

MASONIC.

Fruit, wheat and general crops do
well on them with sufficient moisture.
They pack very easily and a field that
HOTEL
has been fallowed for a year is almost
as solid as if it had never been
Palace.
plowed but they can be plowed in the
fall for spring planting and in the
H. H. Brown, S. J. Paradise, W. P.
spring for fall planting without any Coffey, J. E. Sullivan, J. W. Krubbs,
artificial packing.
Jr., Denver; E. S. Waddle, St. Joseph,
The introduction of humus is a great Mo.; G. W. Bond, Trinidad; B. C.
advantage, making them more friable, Hasselkus, A. L. Wilson, Oreede, Colo.
F. L. Edminston, Alamosa; William
warm, and easy to handle.
The most powerful agent in the mel- Norris, William L. Bobo, Roswell; G.
lowing and reducing them to a good E. Linquist, Mescalero.
Claire.
tilth is frost, therefore, whenever posJ. F. Clark, Chama; F. L. Gray, Los
sible, they should be plowed in the fall
and left rough all winter and har- Angeles; J. H. Shumos, Trinidad;
rowed in the spring when evaporation Amos Hedricks, Las Vegas; Mr. and ilar
magnitude in the northwest has
commences as soon as the frost is out Mrs. S. M. Brown, Albuquerque.
ever been completed so quickly. The
Gregg.
of the ground. The mold board plow
F. L. Sdhnabel, Albuquerque; F. C. engineering work was started in Sepis the best, but the disc plow can be
tember, 1909, and we were ready in
used as an emergency plow when the Armstrong, San Marcial; Byron Sher- June to turn the water on.
land is too dry or too wet for the for- ry, Alamogordo; I. H. Hawkins, Pas"The canal is designed as a sort of
mer but continual use of the disc soon ture; James Earhart, Jemez Springs;
reservoir,
H. F. Coggeshall,
having a capacity capable of
Espanola; C. H.
reduces the productiveness.
for
the entire needs of the sysA.
caring
Mrs.
P.
Modes,
Denver;
Vaughn
I have often taken samples of my
tem for from six. to 12 hours without
and
Cruces.
Las
children,
close
clay loam subsoils containing
additional supply, In case of a temporCoronado.
on 30 per cent total of moisture (the
Orof the plant, though a
John
ary
Pedro
Wetson,
Trinidad;
about
hygroscopic coeffiecent being
is quite improbable in view
tiz y Pino, Francisco Chavez, Galisteo;
11), and placed them between two dry F. H.
Robinson, Stanley; W. K. Davis, of the complete installation which the
layers of the same soil In a Mason jar Otto; C. O. Hyer, Hyer.
company has provided. The project in
only to find that there was no capilits final completion is intended to covbetween
larity to speak of in action
Weak women should read my "Book er all lands under an elevation of 100
the layers, excepting perhaps in the
4 for Women."
No.
It tells of Dr. feet above the Columbia and Snake
of an inch at the point of
Cure.
Tells how these rivers. These lands have an elevation
contact; but on warming the bottle Snoop's Night
supposi- of from 375 to 425 feet above mean
soothing,
healing,
antiseptic
and afterward coolinog, the water
and
certain
help. sea level. They are probably among
could be diffused by distillation. In tories, bring quick
the richest lands in the Columbia
Is
The
Book
Address
free.
Dr.
Shoop,
order to do this a considerable heat
Sold
Ws.
The
Racine,
Capital river basin.
by
was necessary.
"Because of the early and long
Pharmacy.
When containing in the neighborgrowing season in the Columbia river
hood of 25 per cent total moisture it Is
basin the rancher will devote his at-- ,
impossible to plow soil containing a BIG TRADES DISPLAY
AT TERRITORIAL FAIR. tention to the growing and production
large percentage of clay and do good
of early vegetables and fruit. Howwork. They often plow better when
varieties of peaches and ap'
the total moisture content approaches
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 25. The ever, late
be neglected.
will
not
ples
17 per cent, and this is another reason annual trades display parade always
"The completion of the plant should
for plowing in the fall. Deep plowing a feature of the territorial fair, will
mean much to Spokane, and its conand plenty of it develops them more be bigger and more spectacular, and
ception and development in entirely
quickly than anything else, and they more brilliant than ever at the 30th due to Mr. Strahorn and his associates
state
and
annual
fair
first
exposition
begin at once to carry over moisture
in Albuquerque in October. Prizes who have secured the capital for the
from year to year.
have been announced for the best work. The second area of the project
On account of the danger of a crust,
trades display float, the most beau- will probably be put under water in a
seed should be planted shallower than tiful
float, and the best comic or bur- year from this fall. All that is needin sandy soils, and the split wheel drill
lesque float in the big pageant. The ed to Increase the first tract to 12,500
which Professor Tinsley recommends statehood idea will be
prominent in acres is the installation of another
is certainly the best for this purpose, the
and decoration of tlhe pumping unit."
designing
as it leaves a loose space in the cen- floats, and
the big Industrial
ter of the packed seed row for the plants and already
the business men have I love my moving pictures, but oh,
sprouts to come through. No roller or been at work preparing unique and those funny Mexicans. See them topacker should ever be used, the dan- gorgeous displays.
night at the Adobe Grand.
ger of a crust forming being too great
and too much compactness causes the
The highest type of happiness 19
""4
young crop to run too much to top,
"B'
"Rk. T reached by taving children in the
but in loose soils it will be found
r"S")k
home! but tne C0J1iing of the little
leT
that the roots are larger and the top it UK tLM-JI Mf 1 M?0MmJL
M.
ones is often attended with appre- smaller at the start, which is the most
TT n
tension and dread. Mother's Friend
desirable condition to stand drouth;
f wei fcy tno exPrctant mother in
by maturing time the ground will be IN
H
1
of the ordeal, carries
preparation
nature
to
in
be
sufficiently packed by
ner
the crisis with safety.
through
the best physical condition to develop
This great remedy assists nature in all necessary physical changes of the sysa heavy crop in dry weather.
tem, affords bodily comfort during the period of waiting, and preserves the
In consequence of dry weather the symmetry of form after baby comes. The penetrating and soothing qualities of
new settlers of New Mexico and Texas Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking of the breasts, and in every
have been having a hard time of it. way contributes to strong, healthy
We could draw up a beautiful program motherhood. Mother's Friend
is
for the new settler, but it would not sold at drug stores. Write for our
help him a particle in a dry year, for free book containing valuable inforjhe can accumulate moisture or con- mation for expectant mothers.
serve moisture if it comes, but he cannot make moisture. Fortunately, this ERADFIELD REGULATOR CO.,
with deep
condition soon changes,
Atlanta, Ga. v

ARRIVALS

Paso Texas.

?E1

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior
U. s. Land Office at Santa
Fe. N. M.
August 15, 1910.
Forest Reserve. 03S57 Not Coal..
Notice is hereby given that
Emery
C. Arnold, of Pecos
r
iw
August 26, 1904, made homestead en- uj- loenai U3857), No. 8044, for SE
NW.
E
SW.
NW.
SW.
Section 11. Tnwnshin 17 m

J

ASK FOR TICKETS

New-Mexic-

THURSDAY, AUGUST 25, 1910.

DRY FARMING ON
CLAY SOIL OF NEW MEXICO.

I

Company.

Railway

M.

ular
communications
first Monday of eacl
month a Masonic ha.

at

7.30 y. m.

H. H. LORMAN,
Actln? MastAr
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular con-- f
vocation second Monday of
Jfc,-- ' v
Gacb-month at Masonic
Hal1 at 7:30 P- S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
.

.

4ps

i4
W.

i

Santa Fe Commandeiy No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in eacb
month at Masonic Hall at

7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.

HENRY F. STEPHENS,

32.

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.

:

II ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

shut-dow- n

shut-dow- n

Mb

Liberal Limits and Stopovers

one-tent-

--

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

tj jTNEW MEXICAN
T

Or Union Depot.

AT

"lSOr
BLDG.p
I

THE FIRST STATE

FAIR

AND

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION

ALBUQUERQUE

OCT.

3-- 8

1910

SOLID WEEK OP RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SBOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION

A

EVERY SPECIES

AMUSEMENT

OF SEW AND INSTRUCTIVE

WILL

BE

PR0Y1DED

THE C. W PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will furnish the down towa night attractions. Fourteen high-classhows and sensational free acts.
s

'

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
IWrlte the Secretary

J. E. ffRIELLY,
President.

fo

premium lists or other information!
JOHN B. McMANUS

Secretary.

Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFES. K. R. S

CHEAP

ROUND

TRIP

RATES

h

j

'

a TITTYI
THE

JW

TO ALL POINTS VIA

lew

Mexico Central

Effective Juue 2nd, 1910

ATLANTIC CITY
ASBURY PARK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST LOUIS
NEW YORK

$74.05
$73.70
$77.95
$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35
$44.35
$75.15

12 Hour

DAYLIGHT TRAINS
BETWEEN

"'

1111!?
fiy IPIt
I fv

Mother's

Friend

Santa Fe & El Paso
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
'
a. m. Dafly.
For information regarding

freight
rates
etc. call
and passenger
at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.

L H. GIBSON,
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
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PRIZES TO FILL A
HOUSE AT THIS FAIR.

BLANKS

Vtemzn
Every ana
uumm uww

NEWS FROM

iBUiiereauju

about the wonderful

Nothing Left Undone to Arouse Keen
Interest in International Dry
Farming Exposition.

iMARVELWhirlingSpray
LOt Hew

Silver
Spokane, Wash., Aug.
trophies, machinery, wagons, farm implements, annual and life memberships in the Dry Farming Congress,
watches, cameras, pictures and ribbons of a total value of $5,000 will be
awarded as premiums in competitions
at the international Dry Farming
in Spokane the week of October 3. Exhibitors may also compete
for $5,000 in prizes at the Interstate
Fair by entering double exhibits.
Professor W. H. Olin is superintendent of premiums and awards and
Martin J. Wessels will direct the inCompetent
stallation of exhibits.
judges will pass upon the displays.
Entries will close on September 22.
It is announced that no charge will be
made for exhibit space, though they
will have to arrange for the decoration
thPtr booths
iovoA in th con- (
r.u..

Washington
root varieties
arrangement,
of exhibit. 45

Ask Tour drnreiet for it.
be cannot supply the
It
M A It V E L, accept no
hnt. wnn lUmD fur
ohr
Tt SVVeS
wiii
iniiatmmri hnnV
ln- lull particular and Mdirection!
4 kVF.L t O.
I. His.
li.
8Sd Street. Ji K W
44

c p

d.c

m

-

!

veg-eable- s

can-teloup-

1

:

nf

f " 'or a single moment.
If
John T. teS
woman should be ordered crazy
the Dry
merely because she changed her mind
ronerea8.
. SDokane. Wash.
)a gooa many or us would be handed
over to the alienists. I must say,
Elizabeth, you are very foolish thus
to agitate yourself over a trifle,
Ethel was coming home on Wednes--I

-

The Chamber of Commerce of Colorado Springs, Colo., gives a $50 silver cup for the best individual disNebraska, New
play from Kansas,

secretary-treasure-

r

SHE HAD A!
REASON

Printed and fo sale by New Mexl-eaPrinting Company, Santa Fe, N.

n

Mex.

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended

Location

FOR SALE

safe

Office

$50.

Chas.

E. Michael.
sheet
Certificate,
of Publisher,
sheet.
Agreement
"No, girls. Janet hasn't come yet,"
Proof of Labor,
sheet
FOR SALE Gond piano.
Phone
answered Anne, as she greeted her
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
177.
Red
guests from the steps of the veranda.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
"We are going to stay out here and
COOK WANTED Apply to Mrs. R.
sheet
wait for her and feast our eyes on my Property,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet J. Palcn, 231 Palace avenue.
new green wicker tea car, with the
Title Bond of Mining Property,
furnishings that I told father must go
FOR RENT Furnished three-roowith it We can talk over this latest sheet
tent house September 1st. F. Ansheet.
ifreak of Janet's, while we wait."
Mining Deed.
2

annilf.ation to

per cent ana quanty
per cent

i

"Ethel must be going crazy!" exclaimed Mrs. Roxwell. who stood by
,.....
the window of the breakfast room
at a night telegram from her
or jewelry of that value, the prize tor staring
daughter.
trm hest thTvo cabbages, cauliflower.
"Why do you make such a strange
cucumber table beets. parsnips, tur- remark--, Elizabeth?" asked Ethel's
nips, table carrots, peppers and cit- Annt Mary. "Ethel hasn't run away
Blue from school on its
rons being a hand cultivator.
closing week, has
and red and white ribbons will also sher
be awarded for best or largest
"Of course not. She says she will
shown, also for crates of
he home today on the four o'clock
and potatoes.
train"
The largest apple exhibited, size
"Nothing crazy about that," reand weight considered, will win a marked Ethel's Aunt Mary, slipping
camera, and the best general plate dis Into her place at the table and wishwould
play of apples by one grower wins a ing that her brother-in-lasilver cup or jewelry to the value of make his appearance so that breakfast
Ribbons are given as prizes for might be served.
$2
bne nas changed ner mind," saia
of many varieties of ap-displays
piate
tc-pies, plums, pears, apricots, i eaches, Mrs. Roxwell. "We expected her nectarines, auinces and grapes. A morrow, you know, and she has concultivator is the prize for the best eluded to come today instead."

Grains forage, fruit and Burns,
35

ETHEL

Ml j.

25.

the winner receiving a

acTnnl hyriinre.
Uest M obi conven
ient. U cuaiuua

i

of

BASEBALL.

i

4

4

2

4

2

"Whatever do you think?" demanded the girl with drooping eyes. "If
yone of us were engaged to that
stunning man, we'd cling to him,
through Are and flood. And to think
that she deliberately broke "
"It is dreadful of her to do it, too,
for he was so devoted, and such a
dear, and it wasn't her money he wanted, for he has so much of his own,"
declared the girl with the Dresden
parasol. "It seems a case of straight
and simple idiocy. I had a bit of a
talk with Janet by phone yesterday,
and she said, Yes, he's just as charming as he ever was. And I wish we
could stay where we were just before
he gave me that wonderful hand
ring. But we can't'
wrought
- fiut why?'
I asked her.
" 'Some time I'll tell you why after
1 tell him,' said Janet. 'It's such a
'foolish, silly, simple sort of reason,
that people will smile. Maybe the
smile is what makes me hesitate. But
after I tell him, I'll tell all you girls.' "

sheet.

Declaratory Statement
Power of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborating
Coal

Non-Miner-

0,

-

-

FOR SALE
Thirty horse pow-e- r
engine, good as new. Inquire,
at Santa Fe Planing Mill.

with
Af-

Non-Miner-

HOrSE FOR RENT Furnished or
unfurnished; five rooms, bath and
electric lights,
kitchen, telephone,

sheet
Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
Notice, 4 sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vensheet
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14
2

4

New Mexican.

balcony, piano.

2

WANTED Two ponies weighing
about 750 pounds. Inquire Singer
Sewing Machine Co., Santa Fe, N. M.

4

WANTED Position by first grade
and
male
teacher.
Experienced
speaks English and Spanish. "Teacher," care Santa Fe New Mexican.

4

sheet

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
E.
Co., maps and prices at Charle
Michael. Real Estate.

Bill of Sale,
sheet.
to Gather, Drive and
Authority
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
Recorded Brand,
sheet
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet
Appeal Bond.
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet
Appearance Bond. 2 sheet
Appearance Bonl on Continuance.
sheet.
(J. P.).
Bond of Appearance,
(District
2

2

TYPEWRITERS

1-- 2

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar-

1--

-

r,

drews.

2

;

day, she decides to come on Tuesday
Instead, and you are out of temper be-cause you will see her 24 hours soon- Colorado.
and
Utah
Wyoming,
Mexico,
National League.
.
"I always did feel that Janet was
last
of
year
you exfectea- 1 am surprised
To interest graduates
Won Lost Per Ct
murmured the girl with
superficial,"
colvnn.
own
'at
hpr
mnthpr'
from the agricultural and state
7o
"To smile about such
Chicago
eyes.
drooping
am
"I
Mrs.
not!"
Roxwell,
in
the
Dry
snapped
43
66
leges life memberships
a
a glorious epoch in
end
and
Pittsburg
thing
exirritably.
45
Farming Congress will be given to
53
one's life for some trivial reason is
New York
"You
are
not
mother?"
her
Calinquired
from
hibitors of the best displays,
.505!.Ethels Aunt
55
I cannot understand.
We
56
Philadelphia
Mary, with lifted eye- something
ifornia, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Mon- Cincinnati
57
.496 brows.
.56
always felt that she was a coquette.
OOP
W hen Mr. Worthington
tana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Brooklyn .
67
.44
.ooo,
began going
"Mary, there are times when you
Oklahoma, Oregon,
North Dakota,
with her I was sure he had found his
. 389 wniilri
69
.44
a
St. Louis .
nalnrt"
priori Mr
vfir
Rn.
South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washing- Boston . .
match in sentiment, and the courtship
356 i --.ell
74
.41
was so Bhort and sudden "
ton, Wyoming and the provinces of
"Of
more
she
course,"
explained,
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and
"Yes, but he is a bit of a flirt; we
American League.
calmly, "I am glad that my daughter
British Columbia.
Won Lost
will be with me sooner than I had ex- all know that, dear," chimed in the
Another competition of Interest is Philadelphia
.699 pected her to come, but well, read girl ln the garden hat, with a sym34
79
on Mcintosh Red apples, the Board of Boston
48
.583 her telegram for yourself."
pathetic glance at the girl with droop67
Trade of Lethbrldge, Atla., giving a New York
.565
Ethel's Aunt Mary adjusted her ing eyes. "Arthur tells me that' he
50
65
danced through college on a path of
$100 cup for the best box exhibited. Detroit
.557 eyeglasses and read:
51
64
at
valued
$50
also
be
cups
will
on
girls' hearts. But it is really not his
to
will
"I
wish
be
home
There
63
at
.442!
50
say
Cleveland
and spray materials and orchard ap- Washington
.440 Tuesday at four. On the train. The fault that he was born a flirt, you
65
51
.402 usual route. I changed my mind and know."
67
45
paratus for the best packed Grimes'
Chicago
Wag-ene"How could she end it, when the
.306 will be at home on Tuesday instead
77
Golden, Spitzenburg, Jonathan,
34
St. Louis
of Wednesday. I will be there if the conquest was so complete and so enWinter Banana and the best
Gravenstein. also
train is on time, otherwise will take viable?" Anne was pouring tea now.
boxes of four-tie- r
Western League.
and
45. The teachers "I do so want her to come. Jack said
the
Rome
of
Beauty
consequences.
boxes
the best
Won Lost Per Ct.
Worthington
are
well.
today that Sinclair
ETHEL."
best
the
44
Yellow Newton Pippin and
.648
81
Sioux City
was as
of that name, girls!
think
of
Mrs.
Roxwell
a
waited
with
somber
boxes
five
than
less
not
.607
48
74
display of
Denver
much puzzled as any of us. 'He is not
telebrow
while
her
sister
the
read
.590
commercial pack apples.
50
72
Lincoln
so hard hit,' Jack said, 'but that he
.528 gram.
The Spokane Chamber of Commerce Wichita
58
65
can say he's puzzled.' "
comseems
"It
er
rather
to
lengthy,"
.472
will present a cup, valued at $100,
65
58
Omaha
"It Is a riddle to him no longer,"
mented
Aunt
Ethel's
comMary.
.438
68
53
the largest delegation from any
ln a voice from the steps. "He
broke
St.
I
should
Joseph
so,"
"Lengthy!
say
agreed
or
.432 Mrs.
71
mercial club or from any state
54
now. And so shall you."
Moines
knows
Des
with
considerable
Roxwell,
indigbe.288 nation. "She could have told all
89
36
province registering collectively sil- Topeka
Janet smiled at the sudden silence
that
a
fore midnight on October 4, and
was necessary in the usual ten words. which came when they saw her. "I've
ver trophy will be awarded for the
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
And the loose construction
of it! been here only a minute and didn't
best general display of agricultural
finishes school ln an listen after I found what you were
that
Why,
girl
commercial
National League.
other year!"
products exhibited by any
talking about,' she assured them. "1
club or association, embraces less ter"She has a good deal to learn about am so glad I don't have to bring up
Boston at St. Louis.
The
the handling of the English language the subject, for I am crazy to talk it
ritory than a county or province. GorBrooklyn at Pittsburg.
which
of
In that time." criticised Ethel's Aunt over. I can't quite understand why I
committee,
exposition
New York at Chicago.
Cincinnati.
don C. Corbaley is chairman, will preMary. "Schools are not so particular am not sorry, unless it is but that
at
Philadelphia
as they were in our day, Elizabeth. I comes later. I know now it was silly
sent a silver trophy for the best counbarred.
can't make out what she means by to get engaged when everybody had
county
Spokane
American
display,
League.
ty
as
that
same
tales to tell of his conquests, but the
those figures 45."
the
be
will
York.
The scoring
Chicago at New
"She probably thought the train ,person who should listen never does,
iised in the state contest.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
exgets in at 4:45 lnsead of four, and land he Is a dear I still think that."
The prize for the best individual
Detroit at Washington.
"What reason did you give him?"
all
put the figures at the end instead of
hibit of grains, forage and roots,
Cleveland at Boston.
demanded
exthe girl with drooping eyes.
where
beSee
how
she
they
belong.
upon
been
grown
to
have
entries
"Why, I just mailed him a letter
gins, 'I wish to say.' Naturally she
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
hibitors ranch, open to the world, is a.
wished to say something or she need last evening filled with a series of exsteel gang plow with four horse hitch.
hibits ln the case.
not have telegraphed."
of
National League.
For the best individual display
"Exhibit A was a drawing of a loveis
now
"It
the
doubtless
to
a
style
2.
grain
seeds
Louis
New York 4; St.
threshed grains and
ly
girl he draws beautifully with
take
for
nothing
granted," suggested
Silver cups and
cleaning machine.
Philadelphia 10; Pittsburg 5.
hair. Mine is straight, you know.
curly
Aunt
Ethel's
Mary.
for
the
be
also
0.
given
Cincinnati 1; Brooklyn
cash prizes will
did that at my desk one evening
He
Rox"It
Mrs.
assented
evidently is,'
best display of forage crops, threshed
Chicago 11; Boston 1.
well. "She says she is coming on the when he was telling me how much I
wheat, varieties of wheat, oats, corn,
train. There is no other way that was to him.
American League.
"Exhibit B was an envelope that had
barley, alfalfa, forage and seed, flax,
she could come, unless she should
been returned to me because of my
Washington 3; Chicago 2.
potatoes, sorghum and urum wheat.
walk."
Cash prizes will also be awarded for
Boston 5; St. Louis 2.
"She may have supposed that you address in the corner. Sinclair had
1.
Cleveland
3;
the best displays made by a woman
Philadelphia
would expect her to come on an aero- addressed it to my grandfather at
I asked him to address
homesteader and the son of a homeNew York 6; Detroit 0.
plane." suggested Ethel's Aunt Mary, Smith college!
one
he begged me to
when
it
evening
steader, also for the largest and best
with some sarcasm.
"She remarks
on sod
Western League.
if the train is not on time she write no more than a short note and
that
display of farm products grown
and cups for the best counDes Moines 9; St. Joseph 8.
in 191-will have to take the consequences. then to talk to him. But he was thinkDenver 9; Sioux City 4.
What consequences?
Did you ever ing of some other girl all the time, as
ty displays in Washington, Spokane
contest
another
2.
In
barred.
Wichita
scold
because
her
Omaha
was late?" the address he put on grandfather's
her
3;
train
county
showed.
the
for
3.
awarded
be
1,
Lincoln 6, 4; Topeka
thre prizes will
"Certainly not. She simply means letter
"Exhibit C was a bit of paper full of
and
improved
best
she
will
the
that
of
suffer
the
usual
annoyphotographs
He had done it that last
pinpricks
ance caused by the delay."
Southern League.
i
most desirable homesteads taken up
"I see. Ethel's idea of a telegram evening while he begged me to underNew Orleans 2; Memphis 0.
within three years.
seems to be that one should leave stand him and his love for me asOther contests are for best disBirmingham 2; Atlanta 1.
he wanted my every
me
nothing to the imagination. She says sured as that
Montgormery 1; Nashville 4.
plays from demonstration and United
his was mine. The trouble
thought
well.
are
the
teachers
first
Have
been
year's
they
States experiment farms,
was that I believed him that evening
ill?"
Pacific Coast League.
farmed crops from sod by bona fide
for the first time. It was only after
I
am
"Not
that
of.
aware
6.
That
and
practical
San Francisco 3; Portland
homesteders, complete
sentence seems to have been thrown in he had gone that I found the
Sacramento 1; Vernon 2.
display of monthly reports of farm
paper. In it I traced in very
as a piece of general information.
I
Las Angeles 2; Oakland 4.
operations by individual farmers, pobeautiful old English letters the word
could
waited
have
she
until
arrives
tatoes by a wowan homesteader, sheaf
this afternoon to be apprised of the 'Louise.'
American Association.
wheat, grasses .bluestem wheat grown
"No, girls, we don't know Louise,
state of the faculty's health. But here
Milkaukee 10; Toledo 3.
in Lincoln and Grant counties, Wash.,
do
we?
is
Charles.
us
see
Let
what he thinks
fallow"So I put the proper dates on thes
Indianapolis 0; Minneapolis 6.
alfalfa, corn grown on summer
of
his
effort."
daughter's
telegraphic
Kansas Cityl2, Louisville 6.
exhibits and sent them in reply to his
ed land and tallest sheaf of wheat. The
wild
St. Paul 1, 8; Columbus 6 ,9.
best collective exhibit by an Oregon
appeal to know why our engageRoxwell laughed when he read Eth
ment was ended. It is funny and you
farmer will receive a $50 loving cup,
pleaae- - I'm not real- y
"The little puss was determined to can lauh
presented by the Portland Commercial AN NmAN MARATHON RACE
uave
i
FAIR,
leuruea many
lor
sorry,
THE
AT
ALBUQUERQUE
Club.
get the worth of her money,' he ex. iy
late.
of
things
Is
For the most artistically arrangedone
of
tele"It
those
plained.
"Mother and I are going west next
SpoAlbuquerque, N. M., Aug. 25. An In- graph letters in which 50 words can
display by county or province,
JM.
arbe sent at night at the rate of ten week to visit the Gregorys on their
y?!M Marathon race is now being
tone county being barred, Mrs.
is there for the summer,
Wessels contributes a beautiful cereal rangefi as one of the most exciting words. When you know you are at ranch. Billy
of liberty to write so many words you've you know. He's been writing me three
most
artistically
the
the
of
for
and
program
sports
spectacles
picture,
no idea how difficult it is to think times a week all through my engagearranged display by an lnoiviuuai tne 30tn Annual Falr ana rst state
Oc-Tn
them up. Her figures mean that she ment And, after all is said, Billy is
in
Exposition in Albuquerque,
there will be a $50 silver trophy cup.
anInan
has achieved 45 words up to that splendid, don't you think?"
threshed
and
Pueblo
grains
Navajo
toben Many
the class for
Farmdlana have been writing to inquire point. Then she adds that sentenoa
nual membership in the Dry
oe
Parting.
will
ribbons
and
in finneresfl
abont beina entered, and the fair man- about the teachers to make the even,
cool, sweet air;
NtRht anfl
ten ears of agement has accordingly decided to fifty."
and
best
single
for
given
Btarg ln a velvet sky,
"It is difficult to keep abreast of the TIb
corn of Flint, Yellow Dent, White nold a blg flteen mile race solely for
hard to part in a world so fair
Ethel's
Aunt
"I
times,"
sighed
ana
Mary.
nard
and enduring red men
Qoodby.
- nent Poo and Sweet varieties,
not
new
had
about
of
heard
this
emway
best peck wheat, oats, rye, flax, al- - gome 0 the best iong distance men telegraphing."
NlRht, and a breath of flowers
ln tne COUntry are found among the
mer, buckwheat, field peas, beans,
Floating out of the dusk,
higgledy-piggled- y
am
"I
have
to
Ethel's
glad
grass New Mex'C0 and Arizona Indians. This
attared eyes, and hours
falfa seed, native and other broom
sentences explained," 6aid WhigpersOfofmusk.
ew fitunt in fair nroerams.
a
h
mai ' millet, proso
.
Mrs. Roxwell, with a sigh of relief.
dccud,
keen interest of
Carelees, the fireflies dance
corn seed, timothy and sugar beet anfl win enlist
awaraeu
And the insect orchestras play,
fans
seed. Similar prizes will be
racing
Violet
Tinted
Potatoes.
Farewell, perchance for a year, per--i
fro sheaf grains and grasses.
chance
The violet tinted potatoes stand
For aye!
The best individual display oi H you are in need qj anything, try highest in nutritive value.
watcn
a
win
$25
Ad.
Mexican
Want
a New
Arthur Powell, In Gunter.
garden products will
HOW THEY STAND.

sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,

1-- 2

1-- 2

anteed.

1--

I

change.

Fe

Santa

Typewriter

Ex-

Phone Black 231.

2

of Mortgage, full sheet.
sheet
Application for License,
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
sheet.
sheet.
Notice of Conveyance,
sheet.
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet
Complaint, Criminal
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
plaint,
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
Application for Marriage License,
mons, 4 sheet
2
sheet
2
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
sheet.
Certificate of Birth.
Execution Forcible Entry and De
sheet.
of
Certificate
Death,
sheet
tainer,
Butchers'
Notices,
4
Shipping
sheet.
Writ,
Replevin
sheet
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Promissory Notes 25c per pad.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 14
Receipts, 25c per pad.
sheet.
Cost Bond,
sheet
sheet
Warrant,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
4
sheet.
Commitment,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
Attachment Affidavit, 4 sheet
Letters of Administration, 2 sheet.
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee, sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
4
sheet.
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
Execution, 4 sheet.
on
Note
in
Declaration
4
Assumpsit,
sheet
Summons,
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
Subpoena,
sheet.
J. P. Complaint,
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
sheet.
Lease,
sheet
Capias Complaint,
Lease of Personal Property,
Search Warrant,
sheet
sheet
School Blanks.
sheet.
Chattel Mortgage,
Enumeration Form, 2 sheet.
W'arrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Contract for School Teacher, 12
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
Contract between Directors and Teasheet
Mortgage Deed,
sheet.
chers,
sheet Mortgage Deed without Insurance
Oaths of School Director,
sheet.
of Clause,
of apportionment
Certificate
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet.
School Funds,
6heet.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
sheet.
sheet Option,
Teachers Monthly Report,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
District Clerks' Annual Report,
Notaries' Notice of Publication, 12
sheet.
sheet.
Land Office Blanks.
sheet.
sheet.
Homestead Entry,
Warranty Deed,
sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
Affidavit,
Application for Bounty for Killing
sheet.
Wild Animals,
sheet.
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
sheet.
full sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet
of
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
3 69a, full sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust, 2 sheet
Butchers' Bond. 2 sheet.
of
Declaration
Land
Desert
Entry,
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of Li- full sheet.
Applicant,
censes.
sheet.
Deposition of Witness.
sheet.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto. 4 pliego.
full sheet.
Yearly Proof.
Auto de Prision, 4 pliego.
sheet.
Final Proof.
Declaracion Jurada, 4 pliego.
sheet.
Contest Notice,
Certificado de Nombramietto, 14
Affidavit to be filed before contest.
sheet
pliego.
Fianza Oficial,
Affidavit of Contest Against
pliego.
sheet.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
sheet
proof,
Additional Entry,
sheet pligeo.
320 Homestead Entry,
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
sheet.
Served as coffee, the new coffee subSmall Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
known to grocers everywhere
stitute
full
sheet
plicant,
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will
sheet.
Relinquishment,
trick even a coffee expert Not a
sheet.
Township Plats,
grain of real coffee in it either. Pure
Township Plats, full sheet
healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts,
General Blanks.
sheet.
Bond for Deed.
etc., have been so cleverly blended as
to give a wonderfully satisfying coffee
Bond of Indemnity, 2 sheet.
taste and flavor. And it Is "made In
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz. a minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
minutes boiling. Sold by Frank AnOfficial Bond, 2 sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure drews.

sheet.
Court),
Justice Quarterly Report,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
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2

2
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4

4
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1--
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2
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2

4

2

1-- 4
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2
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4

2
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2

1--

2
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2
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4
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2
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1-- 2

1--
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ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEWMEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive

$5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Top
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com-

the rate of

municating with Manager of the
well Auto Co.,

at Roswell, N.

Ros-

M.,

at

In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

J. W. STOCKARD,

IVJANAGCTR
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(Continued

Don't forget next Tuesday night at
the Adobe Grand.
Begin now to plan to go to the
Adobe Grand next Tuesday night, i
Right prices and right treatment at
The Capital Pharmacy.
The people responded to the call
most liberally at the Elks the other
evening. Let's try to do as well Tuesday night for the Adobe Grand.
Master Jack White who was known
as the Green Eyed Girl, has also vol
unteered to sing at the Adobe Grand
Tuesday night.

GROCERY AND BAKERY
DIAMOND

"ftfl"

FLOIR

per sack $1.65 per sack
Nn BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
EACH SvCKYOUBUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESbING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th

Garrison

Try this Hour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
money if not entirely satisfactory.

F. ANDREWS

PtaeHo.4.

Phone HH

Prom Paijo Two.)

i

in Place

of Thompson

Mark W. Thompson has withdrawn Ihis
name from the Republican ticket in
Dona Ana county and the name of Dr.
V. E. Garrison has been substituted.
Big Change of Pictures at the Elks'
The following subtheater tonight.
jects will be shown: The Mexican's
Gratitude; Forgiven; and The ReShow at 8 sharp.
turn of
Signs in the Park Those are dashing Cardinal-resigns in the park reminding the loitering public not to expectorate. Certainly a good idea, for
the park has been a favorite place for
the commission of such breaches of
etiquette.
Mr. Wall, manager of Adobe Grand
theater, beside turning his house over
to the good Sisters Tuesday night, has
also offered his services as a singer,
and will render some beautiful spot
light ballads. Mr. Wall has a rich
baritone voice and it will be a pleasure to hear him sing.
Attention The Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply Co. are calling attention
in their advertisement in this issue
to a two day special sale on Glassware, Kitchen Ware and such 'household necessities. It will be a 'rare opportunity for those in need of anything in this line. Read the ad.
Arrangements are being made to
have Tuesday night at the Adobe
Grand one of the highest class in
music and entertainment. Go by all
'
means.
Sentenced for Boot Legging At
Roswell, Daud R. Patrick was sentenced to 30 days in jail and $100 fine
each on two charges of selling liquor
in violation of the local prohibition orto
dinance.
Frank Meyerscough,
whom the liquor is alleged to have
been given was sentenced to ten days
in jai! for drunkenness.
Picnickers Had Jolly Time The
Sunday school of the MethodisfEpis-copa- l
church returned yesterday evening from the canon where a picnic
was held, Weather Observer Bert
Sloan having provided the suitable
"atmosphere" as connoisseurs of art
here say. The picnickers for the most
part carried suitable lunches in baskets and did not let the delightful atmospheric surroundings or the beauties of the canon mar their appetites.
Williams and Rising and Charles
Closson provided the locomotion,, and
d

LAST WEEK
OF

GREAT RAZOR SALE

OUR

Owincr to the great demand for these troods which have exceeded

our ex
pectations, we have decided through a special request from many who were
una me 10 aucna last weeK s sale, to continue our Kazor sale lorone more
1W week. We stilt have on hand a good assortment of all the leading brands,
Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben Hur No. 107 ) Your Choice
Wostenholm I. X. L. No. 1 48 Lewii No. 1 OS
Wo.tenholm Pipe No. 149
Brandt No. 100
( O 4 Cm each
Blue Steel No. 117 Worth $2.50
Roger Razor No. 1 16
Also a few verv hi?h rjriced razors hitfhlv rjolished. and e labor
go at half price.
ately finished, to
3.00 Brandt No. 111. S1.47 I $3.50 Brandt No. 115. $1.77
4.00 Brandt No. 112, $1.97 I $4.50 Brandt No. 1 10, $2.47
Brandfs Bert No. 119, regular price $5.00, our price $2.97 cacb
All razors are full hollow ground and set ready for use.
We will also keep on selling for another week the celebrated

V

LiW

BRANDT
!

.;

I,

RAZOR STROPS

SELF-HONIN- G

J

which are sold and advertised everywhere at $2. Our price 97c. each
The Brandt
Razor Strop will put a smoother, keener
edge on your razor, with fewer strokes, than anv other stroo on the
aarket
Guaranteed never to become hard or glouy. Mail order; filled.
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,
g

The Rexall Store.

X

3

x,

FIRST

3SSS

M

.ys,v

$2.00 Razor HoMes 97c.
Mail Order
Filled

SATISFACTION

CLASS
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rnooTricT';

HICK SERVICE

ZTmL,

i
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ASSURED

imo theodore
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Sl(l(lle Borses
jam

DEATH PREFERABLE TO NOT
conled himself into a
CNOWING THE NEWS. dition with a knotted handkerchief
Atlanta,
Aug. 25. Two pris- and Ernest Georgia was found hang-- i
oners in the county jail here yesterday ing to the ceiling with a pair of sus-- I
attempted to kill themselves when de- penders.
nied the privilege of hearing the elecA Natural Impression of Domestic
tion returns. Thev said that to be in life and experience with the Moral:
jail on election day in Georgia was
"We should be slow to anger, and
Both attempted suicide at quick to forgive."
It's at the Elks'
the same time. A. J. Hammond stang-- tonight.
semi-conslco-

I

r

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

THURSDAY, AUGUST 25, 1910.

the livery stables yesterday looked as tution. It is neatly printed, full of yado, Sweetwater, and in the souththough a strike were on for horses local news and ably edited. It fs the western part of the county have claimforerunner of the colonization of the ed bounties on scalps ranging in numwere scarce.
Buried Alive Andres Ruiz, aged 38 Tierra Amarilla grant, which will ber from 60 down." Raton Reporter.
Everybody prepare to go to the
years, was buried at the bottom of a mean quite- a change in industrial and
there
70 foot well at Ranchos de Atrisco, other conditions of that part of north- Adobe Grand Tuesday night,
The ern Xew Mexico.
will be the band, both lady and gennear Albuquerque, by a cave-in- .
Seats for the Adobe Grand on sale tlemen soloists, and an excellent
body has not yet been recovered but
the coroner's jury held an inquest at The Capital Pharmacy and Fischer picture show. An evening full of rare
Only entertainment for a very small admisand returned the verdict that deceas- Drug Co., secure one early.
cent each. Buy whether sion fee.
ed had come to his death accidentally. twenty-fiv- e
i
Vnn ran crn nr Tint
A Cat With Aesthetic Principles
A wife and child survive him.
deA
She Was Too Young Imagine a A. J. Fischer the druggist, is fond of
Destructive Fire at Duran
structive fire at Duran, Guadalupe pretty little miss, of fourteen years of flowers and he grows many and beaucounty, caused a loss of $7,000, one-hal- f age, calling at the probate clerk's of- tiful varieties which he shows in his
of which is covered by insur- fice and asking for a marriage license. drug store. Mr. Fischer has many
ance. The buildings destroyed were What do you "know about that?" Well, bouquets of sweet peas, of various colthose of the Duran Trust and Savings Deputy Clerk Sandoval knew a lot ors, in front of his soda fountain, but
Bank, Mairk Robinson's rooming house about it and he said: "Miss, you are for days he has been perplexed at the
and the vacant store building of W. E. too young, unless you have your par- way the peas have been "mussed up".
Jeffries of Vaughn.
ent's consent." It is said that child He could not find the person who has
Boil Well Water The city officials hails from Madrid, N. M., and although interfered with his floral decorations
think it a good plan to boil well water she did not say much her "vocal until this morning.
Keeping watch
during this month and next, to pre- brown eyes" told Mr. Sandoval that from the rear of the store he finally
vent any possibility of typhoid. There she
thought he was a real, mean man found the offender to be his pet gray
is a big fuss made over the water in
was seemingly
cat'.
The animal
not to grant that license.
the east and it is pointed out that
In Silver City for Serious browsing around the sweet pea vases
Wanted
August and September seem to be Crime Robert Calloway, a
after resting its nose deep
negro, was and finally
the months during which typhoid
in a mass of pink and white peas,
dockEl
Paso
at
and
arrested
Tuesday
germs are most active.
at the police station, on a charge took the plunge. This was nothing
The Adobe Grand has been turned eted
less than pushing its head through the
to the ladies for of being a fugitive from justice. Callo- flowers and drinking water from the
over completely
is said to be wanted in Silver
Tuesday night next, benefit of the way
vase in which they had stood. The
asnew Sanitarium. Go and enjoy a me City, Grant county, on a charge of
cat
evidently found the drink more
sault with intento to murder.
musical treat.
delicious
than even a grape juice,
Sierra County Sheriff Goes to Globe,
Clean Up Week is On This is clean
or chocolate malted milk
cafe
frappe,
KenSheriff William
up week and everybody is busy fixing After Suspect
'with
intermingled.
egg
has gone into j
up that back yard (or ought to be dall, of Sierra county,
August 28 The Albuquerinformation
on
that a sus- queSunday,
Arizona,
men
his
busy). Mayor Seligman has
will be here for a game
Grays
out seeing that the hygienic crusade pect has been located at Globe, Ariz., with the Peerless team at College
is actually carried out and those who who may be implicated in the recent grounds.
This will no doubt be the
do not clean up their premise will stage holdup in that county 'n the last game between these two team
find that the city is going to do it Mogollon district .
this season and will be Albuquerque's
for them and then collect the bill.
Eloping Couple Married by Las Cru-ce- s last game in Santa Fe and as a great
Less Than a Fortnight For many
Justice Deputy Probate Clerk deal of rivalry exists between them
young ladies in this and other cities Jesus Navares at Las Cruces, received the game will beihard fought. Of
there remains less than a fortnight of word from Pedro Vensor asking him course Santa Fe expects to win and
vacation, for many convents and pri- to refuse to issue a marriage license: the fans should turn cut and help the
vate schools open the first week in to his
daughter, saying that she was home team do iso. Weeks will oppose
The summer has passed not
September.
yet of age. A few minutes later, Galgano and you will surely see some
rapidly in Santa Fe, for the ideal Adelina Vensor and Luis Rivera, ap- - good pitching. Game will he called at
weather, the many attractions in the plied for a license. The deputy clerk 3 p. m. sharp. Admission 35c. Grand
way of picnics, parties and "festas" pofnoo
uume oui. auu
to icco tho certificate hut suuiu xac auiMuon-iMhave made one forget the moving of tt,a vmiTKr wnnio returned
team.
root
the
home
for
3
about.
vav j uuiq
fjm.j
the clock's hands. After all, Santa o'clock
in the afternoon with the girl's
Fe is a pretty good place to live in,
I love my moving pictures, but oh,
father, who gave his consent to the those
summer or winter.
funny Mexicans. See them tomarriage, and the license was issued.
Phone, send or write for prompt de- The two had run awav from their night at the Adobe Grand.
livery. The Capital Pharmacy.
homes in order to get married. The
The Sisters of Charity, St. Vincent's
Youny Man, Remember the Hour
ceremony was performed by Manuel 'Sanitarium, return
thanks to all who
The Young Men's Republican Club
Lopez, justice of the peace. The groom
concert on Tuesmake
to
the
will meet tonight at 8 o'clock at the is 21
helped
Dona
in
Ana,
years old and lives
success.
a
G. O. P. headquarters in the Old PalSpecial menwhile the bride is only 17 years old, day evening
Michael Stanmade
is
tion
of
ace and it is certainly the duty of her home
Manager
Cruces.
being in Las
ton, Former Mayor Jose D. Sena, Mrs.
every young man to attend this meetInfested With Coyotes ''Al- M. C.
County
Mechem, Miss Hanson, Miss
ing which will be honored by the pres- most
every day the county clerk's Cheshire, Miss Brown and Miss Mo-Fience of the chief executive, Hon. Wiloffice is in receipt of a bundle of cothe Misses Amelia McFie, May
liam J. Mills, and other celebrities.
yote scalps from some part of the
Marian
Bishop, Frances
Many well known young Republicans county
On Monday last, H. C. Gimp-so- Bergere,
and
Morrison
Genevieve
have been out in carriages inviting
Hinojos,
who has made coyote trapping a
people to attend the meeting and it is business since the first of the year, Stella Bergere, the First Regiment
hoped that the invitation will be ac- brought in 53 scalps, for which the hand, the New Mexican Printing Comthe Eyles Music Company and
cepted.
county pays $2 apiece. Since the be- pany,
Romero of the peniSuperintendent
New Newspaper for Chama Rio ginning of the year, Mr. Gimpson has
Arriba county again has an English received $1,130 bounty money, al- tentiary who sent men to move the
The Chama Valley News most all from, .coyote scalps, indicat- piano loaned by the Eyles Music
newspaper.
.
v
made its first appearance at Chama, ing the destruction of 500 or more ani- Company..
Rio Arriba county, this week. It is to mals. The Adams Cattle Company has
If you are in need of anything, try
appear monthly for the present and sent in 85 scalps within the last three
speaks up for a safe and sane consti months, and other parties" about Ra- - a New Mexican Want Ad.
J

j
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MEW SAMPLES AT THE BIG STORE

NOW READY
The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at
Home.
We are local representatives of the
American Ladies' Tailoring Company,
d
Chicago, the famous makers of
garments for women, made to
man-tailore-

measure. We have their
Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
store and gee what this service means
to you.,
individual

.

Our Own Guarantee

Colored Fashion Plates.

Remarkable Prices

This large Portfolio in our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to your individual measure In
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter In our store will take all of your
measurements fifty If necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mall, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
They will
style and Individuality.
effects.
give you all the

These
garments
cost hut little more than one pays for
suits
The
made to your measure run from $13.50
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats
from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all the
effects. The reason is
that the American ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the
tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots. Their expert
supervision is distributed Over a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing to women who know what
garments, made to measure, usually cost.

man-tailore-

d

made-to-measu- re

ready-made- s.

man-tailore- d

man-tailore-

man-tailore-

d

d

ry

We guarantee you complete
faction.

This guarantee

satis-

covers

fit,

and materials. If
the garment when received is not all
have the perfect
you expect,-yostyle, workmanship

u

right to refuse It. The makers stand
back of us in this guarantee. It is for
them to fulfill it and for us it enforce
it.

We will see that you get

,

man-tailore-

d

.

M. Kayser, Director

Please Come and See

Each garment will be made under
ol Monsieur
men in
one
well
the
known
of
Kayser,
his line. The work is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that every garment will have the
touch of perfection.

Come and see this Fashion Port
folio. It is a complete education in
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. Pik out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt delivery.

the personal direction

FALL AND WIN
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